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Introduction

Dear Colleague:

In the storied history of American agriculture, 1990 will stand out as one of the most challenging,

most demanding years ever. It was the first year in more than four decades that a new farm bill

was drafted in the same year that a new multilateral trade agreement was to be completed under
the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. It was also a year in'Which new
concerns over sensitive environmental questions would lead to the inclusion of conservation and
environmental programs in the new farm bill. Adding to the sense of history, as well as to the

sense of urgency, were the global economic and political upheavals that would forever change the

face of the international market, and American agriculture's role in it.

Today, I am pleased to report that 1990 was one of the most satisfying and rewarding years ever,

as well. Through the hard work, dedication, and cooperation of America's farmers

,

c
ifc farm

organizations, the Congress, and USDA employees, we were successful in achieving-a number of

notable successes in a variety of areas, and have made tremendous progress in seeking promising

solutions to those areas in which we still have work to do.

Acting in Our One of the highlights of 1990 was when the President signed into law the Food, Agriculture,

Farmers' Best Conservation and Trade Act of 1990. This hard-won victory for America's farmers was especially

Interest... sweet in that it was achieved in spite of being buffeted by the pressures of powerful special

interest groups, and squeezed by an extremely tight budget. Now, we have a new Farm Act that

gives our farmers the tools they need to be better prepared to stay competitive in the global

marketplace.

On the international front, 1990 was the culmination of 4 years' worth of trade negotiations under

the Uruguay Round of talks ofthe General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Though the

GATT negotiations stalled, it must be seen as a partial victory for American agriculture, as the

Administration proved that it wasn't about to sacrifice farmers to achieve a new GATT agreement.

We remain hopeful that significant headway has been made in international agricultural trade

reform, which will make a new GATT agreement possible in 1991.

...And in Our For the first time ever, our farm legislation has included measures that will protect and enhance
Environment's the quality of America's air, water, and land. The 1990 Farm Act has been nailed as a landmark

piece of conservation legislation, drawing on our farmers' inherent interest in preserving our

countryside and waterways, and elevating their status as stewards of our land.

In another environmental breakthrough, the USDA-led President's Initiative on Enhancing Water

Quality is reaching out to farmers and ranchers across the Nation, establishing projects in nearly

every State to help producers and their families keep from polluting the water that they, and all of

us, depend on.



The Faces of

Agriculture: in

the Country-
side...

Also, the Department launched the President's 'America the Beautiful" Tree Initiative. Led by the

Department's Forest Service and the National Tree Trust Foundation, this program will be the

largest tree planting and maintenance program in U.S. history.

1990 was a banner year for the President's Initiative on Rural Development, as tremendous
headway was made in establishing initial meetings for the President's Council on Rural America,

forming State Rural Development Councils, and expanding the commitment to Rural Information

Centers.

...And in the In May 1990, USDA released 'Frameworkfor Change: Workforce Diversity and Delivery of

Workplace Programs. " a comprehensive plan for building a culturally diverse work force and ensuring equal

access to all USDA agricultural programs. The goal of the plan is to build a diverse work force

mirroring the Nation's labor force at all levels by the year 2000. It is a plan that will make the

USDA workplace a model for all government agencies.

These are but a few of the many successes and notable achievements of USDA in 1990. Literally

each and every agency, and each and every employee within the Department of Agriculture

played a vital role in ensuring USDA's success in 1990. I invite you to read about these agencies,

these programs, and these successes in greater detail on the following pages.

To all of you who helped make 1990 the best year ever for American agriculture, thank you. You
are truly what President Bush described as one of America's thousand points of light; you should

be proud of your accomplishments. And I hope you're as proud of American agriculture as I am.

Sincerely,

Clayton Yeutter



International Affairs and Commodity Programs

1990 Farm Bill
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Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service was heavily involved in the process of

developing the Administration's 1990 Farm Bill proposal. Much of the year was spent preparing

analyses and position papers on various farm program proposals. The agency is now
implementing the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990, utilizing teams
representing USDA agencies and other Departments to identify issues and recommend policies.

Commodity Credit Corporation net outlays for price and income support and other farm programs
totaled $6.5 billion for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1990.

Unprecedented weather-related disasters triggered massive Emergency Conservation Program
allocations due to Hurricane Hugo, history-making flooding, drought, and wildfires in several

States. Haying and grazing of Conservation Reserve Program acreage was permitted under strict

requirements due to the impact of drought conditions on the availability of livestock feed in

several isolated parts of the country. Emergency haying and grazing of acreage removed from
production under the annual commodity programs was allowed in 545 counties in 27 States. ASCS
led a multiple-agency task force to assess flood damage in Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, and
Mississippi.

The Emergency Livestock Feed Program's rules were modified to make the Program easier to use

by livestock owners and easier to administer by ASCS county offices. Over $36 million in feed

program assistance was provided in 26 States.

An additional 3 million acres of cropland were enrolled in the Conservation Reserve Program,

bringing total CRP acreage to almost 34 million acres.

Producers signed contracts enrolling 168.8 million acres of feed grains, wheat, upland and extra-

long staple cotton and rice in the 1990 commodity price support and acreage reduction programs.

This represents 78 percent of the 216.6 million acres of total crop acreage bases established for

these commodities. Land taken out of production and devoted to conservation uses totaled 26

million acres.

Under the Agricultural Conservation Program, cost-share assistance of $20 million was provided for

water quality demonstration projects, hydrologic units, and special projects in 45 States.

The Commodity Credit Corporation bought from U.S. suppliers 20,000 metric tons of rice, 2,000

metric tons of vegetable oil, and 5,000 metric tons of wheat flour for donation to feed refugees in

the Middle East.



Wheat Reserve The quantity of wheat in the Food Security Wheat Reserve was increased from its 60-million-

Replenished bushel level by the quantity of uncommitted wheat owned by the USDA's Commodity Credit

Corporation. The Reserve was replenished because of increased overall wheat stocks resulting

from a bumper wheat harvest in 1990.
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Foreign Agricultural Service

Exports of U.S. agricultural products estimated at $40.1 billion in FY 1990 rose 1.4 percent from
the preceding year to their highest level since 1981.

This was the third straight year of value increases. The gain was the result of both higher prices

and larger volume, which reached 148.7 million tons, 2.4 million tons more than in 1989.

During the fourth and final year of the Uruguay Round, the United States submitted a proposal for

the reform of world agricultural trade. The United States proposed cutting export subsidies over a

10-year period, changing all nontariff trade barriers to tariffs, and reducing internal supports that

distort trade. Along with other General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) participants, the

United States also agreed on the need to improve international trade rules governing health-related

regulations that impact trade.

The United States also evaluated the proposals submitted by other GATT members to gauge their

impact on the U.S. economy, agricultural sector, and specific commodities.

No final agreement was reached at the December ministerial meetings in Brussels and trade

negotiations were adjourned for further discussions in Geneva in 1991.

The United States reached an agreement with Korea in April 1990 that commits Korea to open its

beef import market over the next 7 years. Korea already is the third largest foreign market for U.S.

beef, and sales are projected to exceed $300 million annually by the end of the 7-year period. The
trade agreement between the United States and Japan also has benefited beef producers. Beef

sales to Japan lept from $557 million in 1987 to more than $1 billion in 1989-

On June 1, 1990, the United States and the Soviet Union signed a new 5-year long-term grain

agreement. The agreement commits the Soviet Union to purchase a minimum of 10 million metric

tons of U.S. grain annually.

The Department of Agriculture extended short-term loan guarantees, supporting export sales

totaling $4 billion in U.S. agricultural products, to 25 different markets under the Export Credit

Guarantee Program (GSM-102) in FY 1990.

USDA extended intermediate-term guarantees for export sales totaling $332 million in U.S.

agricultural products to nine different markets under the Export Credit Guarantee Program (GSM-

103) in FY 1990.

Export
Enhancement
Program
Boosts U.S.

Exports

Twenty-nine initiatives were announced or extended under the Export Enhancement Program

CEEP) in FY 1990. The total sales value of commodities under the program totaled nearly $2.4

billion, or about 6 percent of total U.S. agricultural exports.



Response to

Changes in

Eastern Europe

Secretary Yeutter headed a 20-plus-member Presidential Economic Delegation to Poland in

December 1989- Its report has guided much of the U.S. assistance effort to that country. In

addition, the dramatic changes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union in 1990 prompted the U.S.

Department of Agriculture to establish the Office of the East European and Soviet Secretariat in

order to create new trade opportunities for U.S. exporters and to monitor trade developments in

those countries.

To ease food shortages in Eastern Europe, Section 416(b) agreements were signed with Poland and
Romania in FY 1990 to provide those countries with farm commodities. Poland received 403,000

metric tons of corn, 77,000 metric tons of soybean meal, and 6,500 metric tons of pork bellies.

Romania received 415,000 metric tons of corn and 7,500 metric tons of butter.

New Farm Bill The 1990 Farm Bill enhances the international competitiveness of U.S. agriculture. It contains the

Enhances U.S. first major rewrite of U.S. food aid legislation since 1966, continues a market-oriented approach

Competitive- through aggressive export assistance programs, and contains new initiatives on Eastern Europe and

ness debt relief.



Office of International Cooperation and Development

Programs
Helped
American
Agriculture

and Foreign
Economic
Development

Payoffs Were
Mutual

Programs
Conducted in

Collaboration

With Others

New initiatives undertaken in the Office of International Cooperation and Development (OICD)
during the year have focused increased attention on the dual mission of the agency: 1 ) helping

other USDA agencies, U.S. universities, and others enhance U.S. agriculture's global

competitiveness and leadership and 2) increasing income and food availability in developing

nations by mobilizing expertise for agriculturally led economic growth.

Payoffs from USDA's international collaboration have included reductions in world hunger, new
germplasm and technology, as well as enhanced trade opportunities for American agriculture, and
increased productivity and incomes in the rural sectors of developing nations.

OICD managed USDA's international cooperation and development programs in close

collaboration with the U.S. Agency for International Development; various international food,

agricultural, and financial institutions; and foreign governments.

U.S. and
Foreign
Private Sectors

Linked

Training
Provided Vital

Expertise

Cochran
Fellowship
Program
Yielded Special

Benefits

Research and
Exchange
Programs
Provided
Valuable

Resources

A new Food Industries Division served as a link between the American agribusiness community
and private sectors in other nations. OICD conducted trade and investment missions, operated an
infonriation center, and supported other international cooperation that promised mutual benefit.

An Agribusiness Promotion Council, composed of senior executives from U.S. agribusiness and
financial institutions, provided guidance to the Secretary on these efforts.

OICD-coordinated training for the agricultural sectors of developing nations helped provide these

nations with expertise needed for economic development. Some 1,800 foreign agriculturists were
trained in 1990 through collaborative USDA/university/private sector programs managed by OICD.

A special training activity was the Cochran Fellowship Program, which focused on newly emerging

democracies and middle-income countries. Over 70 percent of the FY 1990 Cochran fellows came
from the private sector. The Rice Council (USA) reported that the program aided in the commercial

sale of 13,000 metric tons of brown rice to Cote D'lvoire in 1989, and a similar amount again in

1990. Supermarket managers from five Southeast Asian countries held food promotion fairs on
high-value U.S. agricultural products following their U.S. program.

International research and scientific exchanges continued to bring new germplasm and
technologies to American shores. These are vital to maintaining the U.S. competitive edge. The
commercial Chinese carp industry, for example, is only about 5 years old in the United States, but

it is already netting some $6 million per year and is continuing to grow rapidly. International

research is studying diseases of this carp, vaccines, and production practices.

U.S. Interests Through liaison with international organizations, USDA staff continued to advance and protect U.S.

Represented agricultural interests. Special efforts were made to keep U.S. policy views before the international

community through agencies such as the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, and the World Food Council.



Technical Protection of natural resources and development of market infrastructure were a prime focus of

Assistance OICD technical assistance programs in developing nations. Financed primarily by the U.S. Agency

Coordinated for International Development, OICD mobilized the expertise of USDA, U.S. universities, and

others to assist with such areas as food processing and distribution, quality control, soil and water

conservation, and timber management.



Natural Resources and Environment

Forest Service

Farm Bill

Forestry Title

Resources
Planning Act
Program

New Perspec-

tives in

Ecosystem
Management

Partnerships

The Forest Stewardship Act of 1990 was the first forestry title ever included in a Farm Bill. The Act

authorizes an expansion of the state and private forestry programs of the Forest Service (FS). The
Global Climate Change Prevention Act of 1990 establishes a Global Climate Change Program,

including new research projects, and establishes an Office of International Forestry within the FS.

Under the Recommended Resources Planning Act (RPA) Program released in May, the FS aims at

achieving better balance in resource use by 1) enhancing recreation, wildlife, and fisheries

resources; 2) ensuring that commodity production is environmentally acceptable; 3) improving

scientific knowledge about natural resources; and 4) responding to global resource issues.

President Bush, in his Statement of Policy transmitting the RPA Program to Congress, called the

Program "a bold, strategic plan for the conservation and wise use of the nation's National Forests

and Grasslands including assistance to state and private forestry and research."

In this 30th anniversary year of the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act, the FS launched a new
program to pursue a better balance in resource use. This program, called New Perspectives in

Ecosystem Management, is designed to encourage and ensure a stewardship sustaining diverse

ecosystems and the future productivity of those ecosystems. Many national forests have moved to

manage for a broader range of values and actively include the public in making choices and
decisions. The New Perspectives project takes a giant step in preparing the FS to meet the goals of

the RPA program.

Partnerships get people in touch with their national forests. Partnerships extend the impact of our

programs in many ways, from the traditional cooperative programs with State foresters to the wide-

ranging challenge cost-share partnerships in research, wildlife and fisheries, and recreation

projects. Challenge cost-share partnerships helped expand the National Forest Scenic Byways
program and improve recreational opportunities and wildlife habitat along America's Wild and
Scenic Rivers.

Fishing Access In March, the FS and the Department of the Interior's Bureau of Land Management joined in an

exceptionally important partnership designed to increase access to fishing areas nationwide by
providing trails to fishing areas and information about where those areas are. With the signing of

this agreement, more and better fishing will be available on 46l million acres of federally

administered lands.

America The The Forest Stewardship Act of 1990 gives the legislative authority and funding to the President's

Beautiful tree planting initiative known as America The Beautiful. This outstanding tree planting program

builds on grassroots interest in rural and community tree planting and forest stewardship. The Act

also authorizes a program, known as Stewardship Incentive Program, to emphasize a balanced

multiple-use management approach on nonindustrial private forest lands.

New Forest The FS issued its research strategy for the 1990s. The strategy focuses on three major program
Service components: 1) understanding ecosystems; 2) understanding people and natural resource

Research relationships; and 3) understanding and expanding resource options. In July, the National Research

Strategy Council (NRC) published its report on research areas needing to be strengthened to meet the



Spotted Owl

Cooperation
With Soviet

Forest Service

challenges ahead. Its conclusion?
—

"Forestry research must change radically if it is to help meet
national and global needs.'' The research strategy takes on the leading issues of the day, such as

biological diversity, endangered species, global change, atmospheric deposition, surface and
ground water pollution, differences in perspective among groups in land use and resource

allocation, and management practices most suitable for sustainable production.

In June, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior listed the spotted owl
as a threatened species. For the FS, the task is to protect the owl and the economic viability of

timber-dependent communities in old-growth areas. This task goes with us into the new year.

Last summer, scientists from the FS and the USSR State Forest Committee worked together to study

the effects of climate change on northern forests in both countries. They gathered field data in

Siberia and the Komi Region in the Soviet Union and in Alaska and Minnesota in the United States.

Volunteer
Help

Land Manage-
ment Planning
Critique

Centennial of

the Forest

Reserves

More than 97,000 volunteers took part in FS jobs and projects, contributing more than 2,000

person-years of work valued at $30.2 million.

After more than a decade of forest planning, the FS asked 3,500 people for information about their

experiences in the planning process and published these observations in a land management
planning critique. People of markedly different values said they care intensely about how their

national forests are managed and want to join in the management of those forests. The critique

reveals that to improve planning, the FS must shorten, simplify7

, and clarify the planning process;

narrow the scope of decision making; and build a better public participation framework.

The employees of the FS look forward to celebrating 1991 as the 100th anniversary of the national

Forest Reserves. Our national forests are important to our well-being in stabilizing global change,

and in supplying products, storing genetic diversity, and offering a wealth of outdoor recreational

activities to people escaping from the stresses of modern life. As we look to the future, the FS

goals are to sustain the Forest Reserve lands and to help people share them, as they have for the

past 100 years, in beneficial ways.

in



Soil Conservation Service

FSA Imple-
mentation
Continues

1990 Farm Bill

Implementa-
tion Begun

Implementation of the Food Security Act of 1985 (FSA) continued to dominate the work of Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) field offices. Field staffs have now completed conservation planning

assistance on 1.2 million farms covering nearly 140 million acres of highly erodible cropland, and
cooperating farmers have implemented approved plans on 50 million acres. SCS is also working
toward completion of wetland inventories on cropland in 1991.

SCS is working closely with the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service and many other

Federal agencies to develop the rules and regulations and the environmental assessment to

implement programs authorized in the 1990 Conservation Program Improvements Title of the

Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act. Several interagency working groups are

addressing the questions raised by the new provisions and preparing instructions for carrying out

the intent of the law.

Powell Award
Received

Climate Data
Center
Established

Plans Made for

Third RCA
Appraisal

Water Quality

Projects

Begun,
Expanded

For its innovative national training program on cultural resources, SCS won the prestigious John
Wesley Powell award in 1990. New technologies tested for the cultural resources program include

video image processing and ground-penetrating radar.

A new Climate Data Access Facility, at Portland, Oregon, will access, obtain, evaluate, manage, and
disseminate the climatic data needed to support agency programs and activities nationwide. SCS is

developing cooperative agreements with regional and national climatic data centers to ensure

access to the most comprehensive databases in the country. Instructional and reference materials

have been developed to aid agency personnel in using climatic data in conservation planning and
application.

Plans are under way for the third appraisal of natural resource conditions and trends under the Soil

and Water Resources Conservation Act of 1977 (RCA). This latest appraisal will include water

quality and global climate change issues, alternative agriculture, wetlands restoration, fertilizer use

and management, and implementation of the Food Security Act as well as erosion-related issues.

In cooperation with the Extension Service and Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service,

SCS is implementing the educational and technical assistance component of the USDA Water

Quality Program Plan. Two sets of 37 nonpoint source hydrologic unit areas and eight

demonstration projects were begun during the year, and an equal number of each were
recommended for initiation during 1991.

Great Plains In FY 1990, 971 farmers and ranchers signed long-term contracts under this program to apply

Conservation conservation measures on 3 million acres. Work was completed on 704 contracts on 1.5 million

Program acres. (The 1990 Farm Bill contains a 10-year extension of the program.)

International SCS completed 214 international assignments to 41 foreign countries, providing conservation

Activities assistance, sharing conservation technology, and participating in international meetings. SCS also

provided opportunities for 439 foreign nationals from 35 countries to receive specialized training in

the United States.

1
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Soil Surveys During FY 1990. SCS soil scientists mapped and updated about 32 million acres. Another 8 million

acres were mapped by other Federal, State, and local agencies in cooperation with SCS. A total of

130 soil survey reports were published in 1990.

Snow Surveys SCS issued more than 3,500 water-supply forecasts as part of its snow survey program in the West.

The agency has begun improving the two master stations and the central computer system that is

the core of the Snow Telemetry System (SNOTEL).

Volunteers Earth Team volunteers contributed over 300,000 hours to SCS—conservatively more than $3
million worth of time and talent. More than half of the agency's offices use volunteers.

Agricultural More than 125,000 fanners and ranchers assisted by SCS during FY 1990 installed conservation

Conservation practices partly financed by the Agricultural Conservation Program, which is administered by the

Program Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.

L2



Marketing and Inspection Services

Agricultural Cooperative Service

Cooperatives' Farmer cooperative statistics collected by Agricultural Cooperative Service (ACS) showed farmer

Income cooperatives' 1989 net income at $1.85 billion, a 10.2-percent increase from the $1.68 billion a year

Second earlier. The 1989 figure is the second highest in history. Total net business volume handled by
Highest in cooperatives, excluding intercooperative business, totaled $71.1 billion, up 7.1 percent from $66.4

History billion in 1988. Combined assets of farmer cooperatives rose 1.2 percent to $29-6 billion, compared
with $29-3 billion in 1988. Net worth was $13-3 billion, a significant 3.8-percent increase from $12.8

billion a year earlier. The number of cooperatives decreased to 4,799 from 4,937 a year earlier.

ACS Staff in ACS staff participated in 100 formal technical assistance projects involving 116 cooperatives in FY
Numerous 1990. A total of 35 projects involved 51 existing dairy, livestock, grain, farm supply, fruit, and

Assistance cotton cooperatives. The other 65 projects involved emerging and developing cooperatives

Projects representing more than 2,700 producers of livestock, fruits, vegetables, honey, catfish, Christmas

trees, nuts, timber, and crafts.

Co-op A self-contained course on cooperatives for secondary school instructors was introduced by ACS
Teaching educational staff members. The package contains everything needed by the instructor to teach a

Package complete course on cooperatives. Included are lecture materials, activities, tests, overheads,

Introduced reference materials, videos, and educational computer software.

Dairy Co-op
Reports Issued

Co-op
Marketing in

the Asian
Pacific Area

Co-op Brands
Widespread

ACS Moves to

USDA South
Building

Two ACS studies were issued, one on the marketing operations of dairy cooperatives and the other

on dairy farmers' participation in cooperatives. The former was a periodic "census of dairy

cooperatives, the fifth in a series started in 1958. It includes a cooperative industry profile and
discusses milk receipts and utilization, plant operations, dairy products marketed and cooperative

market shares, methods of pricing members' milk, and incentive programs. The latter documents
dairy farmers' participation in cooperatives through patronage and membership, and through

supply and marketing. It also explores areas for further cooperative participation.

This report examines marketing of selected nonperishable food products in eight major Asian

Pacific markets. It also describes channels of distribution in the different countries. Supermarket

surveys of competing branded products, their prices, and packaging were conducted and results

analyzed. The report focuses on establishing and improving working arrangements between
exporters and foreign sales agents.

This timely report examines the vital role that agricultural cooperatives perform in providing

petroleum products to farmers and rural America. It documents all aspects of cooperative

involvement—from crude oil exploration, acquisition of crude oil and natural gas supplies, and
crude oil refining, to the wholesale and retail distribution of refined petroleum products.

Cooperatives reported using 991 different brands for marketing fruits, vegetables, dairy products,

and farm supplies. About 84 percent of these brands are registered with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and are well-known to most consumers. The report includes a listing of each

brand, the cooperative that supplies it, and products marketed.

ACS staff completed its move to the first and fourth floors of the second wing of the USDA South

Building in October. ACS had been located at 2121 K Street since 1986.

13



Agricultural Marketing Service

Market News
Accord Signed

Military Food
Inspections

Increased for

Operation
Desert Shield

Data Automa-
tion Advanced

Through the Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS), USDA signed a memorandum of understanding

(MOU) with an agency of the Mexican department of commerce, Servicio Nacional de Informacion

de Mercados, for sharing agricultural market news data. The agreement provides for exchange of

experts and expertise in the gathering and disseminating of agricultural market infomiation,

exploring possibilities for standardizing language in market news operations, and developing

procedures to exchange agricultural market news data between the two countries.

As a result of the troop deployment under Operation Desert Shield in Saudi Arabia, AMS inspected

50 percent more military rations this year. Done for the Department of Defense (DOD), the

inspections cover Meal, Ready-to-Eat (MRE); Tray Pack; and Cold Weather rations and B-rations

(e.g., canned and frozen fruits and vegetables). According to some projections, requirements for

military procurement of MRE rations could increase 1,000 percent in 1991. Since 1979, AMS has

coordinated and provided the majority of USDA's inspections of operational (i.e., combat-type)

food rations for DOD. USDA inspectors stationed at operational rations processing plants oversee

the quality of daily ration production and certify the quality of the food products that are

processed. In 1990, AMS began using a new database to record and monitor results of inspections

of operational rations.

In 1990, AMS extended its database of Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act information,

including licenses issued, trust notices, and complaints filed and resolved. AMS joined with the

Food and Nutrition Service and the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service to automate

the purchasing, storing, and delivering of surplus foods for the domestic feeding program. It also

began an agencywide integrated market news database to facilitate quick information retrieval.

AMS also installed fault-tolerant" computer systems in two new electronically based systems, one
for quality control of its cotton classing operations, and the other for gathering and processing

cotton classing data. "Fault tolerance" permits the systems to function with practically no "down-

time," a feature valuable to the volatile cotton market.

Educational
Initiatives

Launched

Food Safety

Data Initiative

Launched

AMS launched an educational initiative that will prepare more black college students for careers at

USDA. AMS and Southern University and A&M College, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, signed a

memorandum of understanding (MOLD whereby AMS will direct about half a million dollars in

financial and other support in FY 1991 for teaching and research, and for recruitment of graduates

of the predominantly black university. In 1990, AMS also successfully conducted its first summer
intern program with predominantly black colleges and universities chartered by the 1890 Morrill

Land-Grant Act, placing 19 students in paid positions in AMS laboratories and offices throughout

the United States. Many of those summer interns expressed an interest in returning in 1991.

AMS launched a Federal/State pesticide data program to gather data on pesticide residues in fresh

fruits and vegetables. The database developed will be used to demonstrate the safety of food and

to supply actual residue data to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for its risk-assessment

activities. Funding authorization for the $11.9 million initiative was included in the 1991

Agricultural Appropriations bill. The initiative was launched in concert with other USDA agencies'

pesticide data-related initiatives and with concurrences of EPA and the Food and Drug
Administration.
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Special Child
Nutrition

Initiative

Begun

Research and
Promotion
Programs
Increased

Testing

Programs
Conducted

Advisory
Committee
Report
Submitted

Advisory
Committees
Formed

New Milk
Order
Established

National Milk
Order Hearing
Held

AMS joined the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service and the Food and Nutrition

Service in a long-term project to improve the quality and distribution of commodities in USDA's
child nutrition programs. AMS helped to implement changes in operations and procurement

systems to improve predictability of commodity deliveries to schools, and was involved with the

review of specifications to obtain the lowest possible fat, salt, and/or sugar levels while

maintaining acceptability and wholesomeness consistent with dietary guidelines.

New research and promotion programs authorized by the 1990 Farm Bill have AMS working with

the lime, pecan, mushroom, soybean, and fluid milk industries. AMS employees are drafting

language for rules and regulations to implement the programs. The programs will be taking their

place alongside existing, similar industry-financed programs for beef, cotton, dairy products and
milk, eggs, honey, pork, potatoes, watermelons, and wool and mohair. The first Watermelon
Promotion Board, appointed in November 1989, has built a basis for improving the position of

watermelons in the marketplace.

In FY 1990, AMS laboratories conducted 124,772 analyses on peanuts, peanut butter, and
miscellaneous nut products for the presence of aflatoxin, a known naturally occurring carcinogen.

The testing program was conducted for the Federal marketing agreement for peanuts, which
covers most peanuts sold in the United States. AMS laboratories also tested 6,000 samples of

imported flue-cured and burley tobacco for residues of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides, acid

herbicides, and fumigants prohibited from use in the United States. These testing programs protect

the public from aflatoxins and tobacco pesticides that exceed allowable levels.

The Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act (PACA) Industry Advisory Committee submitted its

final report to the Secretary and to the Agriculture Committees of both Houses of Congress. The
report recommends changes in provisions for prompt payment, trusts, misbrandings, and resources

needed to make the law work. An August 1988 Congressional bill authorized the committee. The
PACA ensures that traders of fresh and frozen fruits and vegetables abide by fair trading practices.

Rechartered this year, the National Advisory Committee on Cotton Marketing, representing all

segments of the cotton industry, recommended that beginning in 1991, all cotton be classed by
High Volume Instruments (HVI) in order to be eligible for Commodity Credit Corporation loans.

HVI makes more precise measurements of cotton qualities than does manual classing, giving

cotton users more options in their purchases. Because interest in HVI-classed cotton is

international, HVI classing should enhance the position of U.S. cotton for export. The Burley

Tobacco Advisory Committee, authorized in 1990, and to be constituted in early 1991, will advise

the Secretary on burley selling schedules and on the apportionment and assignment of inspectors

to burley auction markets.

Following a public rulemaking proceeding, dairy producers approved establishing a new Federal

milk order in North Carolina and South Carolina, effective September 1, 1990. Initiatives for

establishing the order came from 10 cooperative associations representing about 90 percent of the

milk producers in the area. The order is needed to help balance the supply and demand for milk

in the two-State area. The Carolina order is the first new Federal milk order since the early 1980's.

In response to industry concerns regarding prices paid to farmers under Federal milk marketing

orders, USDA scheduled a national hearing to review the pricing provisions of all 42 Federal

orders. Administered by AMS, the hearing generated about 10,000 pages of testimony and 233

exhibits. A final decision on the proposals in that testimony will not be reached until 1992.
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Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

Salmonella In response to a serious food safety threat from Salmonella enteritidis (SE) in eggs, the Animal and
Enteritidis Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) established a task force in February 1990 to reduce the

Control incidence of SE in laying flocks and, thereby, reduce the number of egg-caused SE outbreaks in

humans. During the first 11 months of 1990, eggs were implicated in 25 of 70 human outbreaks.

Tracebacks led to 11 flocks in 5 States. Testing of environmental samples were positive in 9 of

these flocks.

National APHIS has established a National Biological Control Institute to promote and facilitate the use of

Biological biological control, not only within APHIS operational programs, but also on a broader national and

Control international scale. Two active APHIS biocontrol programs that are beginning to provide sound
Institute alternatives to pesticide use are those aimed at the Russian wheat aphid and at leafy spurge, a

rangeland weed.

First-Class Mail
Inspection in

Hawaii

Quadrilateral

Animal Health
Meeting

Bovine
Spongiform
Encephalopa-
thy (BSE)

Latin American
Trade

Combatting
Scrapie

Progress
Against
Weevils

APHIS and the U.S. Postal Service have extended a pilot program in Hawaii to inspect first-class

mail for prohibited agricultural products, using screening, detector dogs, and search warrants.

From May through August 1990, nearly 3,500 pounds of prohibited materials were seized. Pests

found included Mediterranean, melon, Oriental, and Malaysian fruit flies. A joint educational

program is being conducted to inform residents and visitors that it is illegal to send fresh fruits and
vegetables to the mainland.

In April 1990, APHIS hosted the first quadrilateral (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United

States) discussions on animal health. The participants, who have common animal health interests

and concerns, shared information and developed action plans in the areas of risk assessment,

regional disease freedom, cooperative research, electronic data transfer, and biotechnology.

APHIS has increased its surveillance and educational efforts to verify that the United States is

indeed free of BSE and to ensure early detection if this fatal disease of the central nervous system

of cattle is introduced into this country. In Great Britain, where it was first diagnosed in 1986,

more than 18,500 cattle have been found to be infected on more than 9,000 farms.

Five APHIS initiatives—preclearance of admissible fruits and vegetables, foot-and-mouth disease

eradication, screwworm eradication, Medfly survey/control eradication, and aquaculture

assistance—have been identified as the type of programs necessary to guarantee success of the

Andean Trade Initiative. Also, regulations on hot water treatment for mangoes from Mexico,

Central and South America, and the West Indies were adopted to permit the import of these

products into the United States.

During 1990, APHIS used negotiated rulemaking to try to reach a consensus on regulations to

combat scrapie, a fatal disease of sheep and goats. This approach brings together Federal, State,

and industry interests before the agency proposes a formal rule. Deliberations are expected to be

complete in early 1991.

Boll weevil populations in the Southeastern United States were reduced by 96 percent from 1989

levels in spite of a 34-percent increase in cotton acreage. With the program remaining 7 percent

under budget, grower confidence was evidenced by successful referendums in four States to

continue eradication efforts.
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Screwworm
Eradication

With only 25 screwworm cases during 1990—none since July—Mexico is approaching the point

where it can be declared free of this pest. Eradication efforts continue to make progress in Belize

and Guatemala.

In response to an outbreak of screwworms in Libya, APHIS was able to obtain passage of

legislation to permit cooperation with foreign governments or international organizations to

combat screwworm outbreaks by selling sterile flies produced by the U.S.-Mexico facility in

southern Mexico.

Disease Progress continued in the brucellosis eradication campaign with the number of infected cattle

Eradication herds dropping below the 1,000 mark for the first time in August 1990 with 959 herds under
Campaigns quarantine. A total of 29 States and the U.S. Virgin Islands are free of brucellosis; 15 States and

Puerto Rico are in Class A; and only 6 States remain in Class B.

In pseudorabies eradication, 43 States were enrolled in the five-stage state-federal-industry

program (13 in Stage I, 22 in Stage II, and 8 in Stage III), with applications on file from 5 others.

Fruit Fly APHIS, in cooperation with State officials, successfully eradicated outbreaks of Mediterranean fruit

Outbreaks flies from Florida and California through numerous applications of malathion bait spray and the

release of about 7 billion sterile flies. However, in late 1990, additional Medflies were trapped in

southern California, threatening that State's freedom from this costly pest. A new APHIS sterile fly

rearing facility able to produce 500 million flies per week was officially dedicated in January 1990.

Africanized APHIS, in cooperation with other Federal and State agencies, detected and eliminated the first two
Honeybees "pioneer" swarms of Africanized honeybees to enter the United States in Hidalgo County, Texas, in

October 1990.
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Federal Grain Inspection Service

Cu-Sum The Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) implemented a revised Cumulative-Sum plan, a

Implementa- statistical loading plan for export grain shipments. The new plan revises the tolerances used, limits

tion the retesting of unacceptable grain quality, provides for the averaging of subsequent inspection

results with previous inspection results, includes wheat protein, and offers an optional component
sample inspection service. Cu-Sum assures foreign buyers that the quality of grain loaded into the

ship will meet or exceed contracted limits and provides shippers with an efficient method for

determining quality.

Enforcement During FY 1990, two criminal convictions were obtained on cases involving violations of the U.S.

Actions Grain Standards Act. Two owners of a grain company pled guilty to three counts of adding urea to

wheat shipments to increase the protein content. Each was placed on 3 years' probation and fined

$250,000. In a second case, two part-owners of a grain storage elevator pled guilty to mail fraud

and to bribery of a licensed inspector. One was sentenced to 3 years in prison plus 4 years'

probation after release from prison, and the other received 3 years' probation. They also must pay
over $271,000 in restitution. A third case, a commodity shortage claim, was settled for an actual

proven shortage in the amount of $8,650.16 for Title II, P.L. 480, commodities shipped under

Commodity Credit Corporation contracts.

Fewer Foreign
Complaints

In FY 1990, FGIS received 22 quality complaints and no quantity complaints, down from 24 quality

complaints and 1 quantity complaint in 1989. In 1990. foreign complaints involved approximately

1.1 percent of the total amount of grain exported during the year. No complaints on aflatoxin in

corn were received in 1990. The number of foreign complaints has continued to decrease since

1987.

Test Weight In the past, FGIS found that many official weights were not regularly reverified (a function

Reverification generally performed by State weights and measures laboratories), and that the accuracy of many of

Service these weights had deteriorated considerably. These weights are used to test the accuracy of

shipping and receiving scales. In response, FGIS developed, and recently expanded, a service

providing regular reverification of official test weights at critical points in Baltimore. Maryland;

Chicago, Illinois; New Orleans, Louisiana; and Portland, Oregon. FGIS has notified facilities with

critically unstable weights that replacement of those weights is required.

Wheat FGIS revised the wheat standards to subdivide the White wheat class into two separate classes:

Standards Hard White wheat and Soft White wheat. The reclassification, which became effective May 1, 1990,

addressed market demands for separate classification of the White wheats.

Office As part of ongoing efforts to provide cost-effective and timely inspection and weighing services,

Consolidation and in response to decreasing requests for FGIS services in the east Texas grain inspection market,

FGIS closed its Galveston, Texas, field office. FGIS's Pasadena, Texas, field office is being

relocated between Galveston Island and Pasadena to ensure that cost-effective and timely

inspection and weighing services remain available to both, markets.

Land Carrier In FY 1990, FGIS published procedures for the in-transit fumigation of insect-infested grain

Fumigation shipped in land carriers. The procedures facilitate grain marketing by reducing demurrage costs for

rail shipments requiring treatment, and enhance receiver safety by indicating on the inspection

certificate that the railcar was fumigated.
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Processed To improve the quality of service provided to processed commodity testing customers, FGIS fully

Commodity implemented the Laboratory Management Information Network (LABMIN). LABMIN is a computer-
Program based system that provides rapid and precise sample tracking, validation of test results, and data

Automation transfer to field offices of all test results for each processed commodity sample inspected by the

FGIS Commodity Testing Laboratory in Beltsville. Maryland.
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Food Safety and Inspection Service
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The Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) ensures that meat and poultry products are safe,

wholesome, and accurately labeled. In 1990, FSIS inspected 124 million head of livestock and 6.2

billion birds. It inspected 52 billion pounds of processed products that entered the retail

marketplace and more than 2.6 billion pounds of imported products.

FSIS identified for 1990 seven areas of emphasis that drive the agency: the Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP) systems approach to food inspection, science-based international

food regulation, labeling reform, reduction of microbiological hazards, residue control, public

information and consumer education, and Total Quality Management.

FSIS launched a 2-year study to determine how best to implement HACCP in inspection

operations. HACCP is a simple, but highly specialized, system for food safety control that employs
scientific methods to identify possible hazards and takes steps to prevent the occurrence of

hazards in foods. Officials held more than 100 consultations and 5 public hearings with employees,

industry, and consumer groups to obtain suggestions for implementing HACCP in inspection

operations. FSIS will conduct workshops and in-plant tests to develop and test generic HACCP
inspection models for five meat and poultry products/processes. The agency advocates the

acceptance of HACCP as the framework for developing international food safety standards.

FSIS made the decision to implement its Streamlined Inspection System for Cattle (SIS-C) with

Partial Quality Control CPQC) after the National Academy of Sciences recommended implementing

SIS-C with PQC in inspection. Part of the agency's modernization efforts, SIS-C with PQC allows

FSIS to concentrate more on safety issues.

The National Academy of Sciences released its report "Nutrition Labeling: Issues and Directions for

the 1990s," which FSIS and the Department of Health and Human Services sponsored. FSIS is

considering the Academy's recommendations and will develop labeling reform proposals in 1991.

The agency is also studying how to improve the administrative process for label review to increase

efficiency and effectiveness.

Last year, FSIS collected about 1.5 million residue analyses on 450,000 meat and poultry samples

from U.S. plants. The agency tests for 133 different compounds; less than 1 percent of the tests

reported violative residue levels. FSIS continues to study prevention mechanisms for salmonella

contamination and other microbiological hazards. Agency scientists developed a faster test to

detect low levels of botulism in meat and poultry.

FSIS launched during National Consumers Week a food safety campaign targeted at individuals at

risk for foodborne illness: the elderly, pregnant women, infants, and the chronically ill. The agency

also developed three consumer publications, "Meat and Poultry Safety: Questions and Answers

About Chemical Residues," "People, the Public Health and Consumer Protection," and "A Quick

Consumer Guide to Safe Food Handling." The agency also developed a technical reference,

"Preventing Foodborne Illness," for extension agents, local health officials, home economists, and

health and science educators. FSIS also expanded distribution of its Spanish-language food safety

brochure.
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The USDA Meat and Poultry Hotline received 80,000 calls in 1990, up 25 percent from 1989. Home
economists spoke directly with 40,000 callers. Thousands of other callers heard recorded messages

about recalls, egg safety, safe holiday food preparation, and general food safety concerns.

Total Quality The agency accepted the challenge of implementing TQM in its operations as evidenced by its

Management HACCP initiative. FSIS initiated employee training on TQM principles, and staffs are identifying

(TQM) ways to improve programs focusing on customer service.
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Office of Transportation

At the request of the Foreign Agricultural Service, the Office of Transportation (OT) evaluated food
distribution problems in the Soviet Union and Poland and provided information.

In both countries, OT met with key government and business representatives. There are

substantial losses of food due to a lack of adequate packaging, storage, and transport equipment.

A series of marketing workshops were given in four different cities. Substantial investment is

required in both countries to upgrade food processing, packaging, storage, and refrigerated

transport equipment. OT plans to work with FAS and OICD to provide additional training and
notify U.S. companies of investment opportunities.

OT published a proceedings of three workshops on ocean shipping and the results of a survey of

agricultural shippers concerning the proposed regulation of ocean liner carriers. The act, which is

under review by Congress, provides the regulatory framework that directly affects $14 billion in

annual exports of high-value agricultural commodities.

Shippers favor increased carrier competition and the unrestricted ability to negotiate freight

contracts with individual carriers. Some question whether carriers should continue to enjoy

antitrust immunity to fix rates and services.

OT became concerned when the International Standards Organization (ISO) proposed a standard

barring the use of lumber with worm holes in construction of pallets used in international trade.

In the viewpoint of the American lumber industry, this standard would be too restrictive as long as

no living insects are present, and it would create non-tariff trade barriers.

OT. in coordination with APHIS and FAS, prepared a less restrictive standard using a mill grading

system. The standard was presented at an ISO meeting in Ottawa, Canada and was accepted.

In cooperation with the State Department, OT continued to monitor proposed changes in the

Agreement on the International Carriage of Perishable Foodstuffs Act and to defend U.S. interests.

The agreement concerns certification of refrigerated trailers and containers used in Europe. It is of

interest to U.S. companies which manufacture, own, or operate such equipment in Europe as well

as U.S. exporters of perishables that utilize containers.

At the request of the FAS and the American Beekeeping Federation, an OT live-animal specialist

accompanied a test shipment of 200 packages of honeybees to Saudi Arabia. The potential market

for honeybees in Saudi Arabia is estimated at $1 million annually.

There are numerous problems associated with transporting and handling of the bees so that they

arrive alive. OT specialists monitored the bees from the time they were packaged in Texas until

they were hived in Saudi Arabia. The bees arrived in good condition in shipping containers

modified to OT specifications.

OT, in conjunction with APHIS and FAS, obtained clarification on EC directives with the potential

for establishing barriers to U.S. export livestock trade. The directives indicated that aircraft

carrying livestock destined for the EC or in transit through the EC to third countries would have to

off-load at designated EC ports for health and welfare inspections.
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Action on EC Industry opposed this requirement on the grounds that it would put undue stress on the animals

92 Livestock and greatly increase transportation costs. A demarche outlining USDA concerns, a technical

Regulations background paper, and proposals acceptable to the U.S. industry were forwarded to EC
headquarters in Brussels through the State Department. The EC responded that the proposed
directives would not be strictly enforced.

Research To Research was conducted to find ways to reduce in-transit vibration damage to fresh grapes,

Reduce strawberries, and raspberries. In-transit damage is responsible for more than $18 million in losses

Transport to these products annually. Tests conducted at OT's laboratory in Beltsville, Maryland, established

Vibration the critical vibration frequencies that damage the fruit. Trucks transporting fruit from the west

Damage to coast to the east were instrumented to find the vibration frequencies encountered. Truck
Fruit manufacturers will use the information to design less damaging suspension systems.

Report on Since 1982 almost no new grain cars have been added to the Nation's railcar fleet. Recently, grain

Future Need car availability problems have led to widespread concern over the ability of the U.S. rail system to

and Availabili- meet future grain transportation needs. In response to this emerging problem for grain shippers,

ty of Railcars OT conducted an assessment of the future needs and availability of railcars for grain shipment.

for Grain The study estimated the demand for grain cars through the year 2001, and projected the shortfall

in the active railcar fleet if no equipment is added.

Border Over the past 16 months, OT has organized and planned two Plenary Meetings between the USDA
Coordination and CONASUPO, the food importing arm of the Mexican government. These meetings, the twelfth

with Mexico and thirteenth of such meetings over a number of years, are used to identify and resolve

operational problems in U.S.-Mexico agricultural trade. The 1989 meeting, in Merida, Mexico, was
attended by over 350 representatives of grain merchandisers, grain importers and purchasers, rail

carriers, and government agencies. The 1990 meeting in New Orleans, Louisiana, had an

attendance of almost 400. OT maintains formal liaison with CONASUPO on a day-to-day basis

through an OT staff member who serves as U.S.-Mexico Border Coordinator.

Rural
Transportation
Reports

OT issued a series of reports that examined various aspects of transportation in rural areas. "Rural

Roads and Bridges: Where Do We Go From Here?" summarizes information on condition and
financing of local roads and bridges, information not available from other sources. "Rural Bridges:

An Assessment Based Upon the National Bridge Inventory" uses data from the National Bridge

Inventory maintained by the U.S. Department of Transportation to focus on the characteristics of

rural highway bridges; it is the first such inventory of rural bridges available to the general public.

"Reconnecting Rural America: Recommendations for a National Strategy" details recommendations
developed at a national conference to improve rural passenger transportation. "Beyond Isolation:

The Future of Rural Transportation as Described at the Transportation 2020 Forums" summarizes

the rural transportation input at the 65 hearings held throughout the country to gather information

in preparation for the 1991 Highway reauthorization. Two OT reports examined the importance of

transportation to the economic viability of rural areas: "Rural Air Service: Its Importance to Rural

Communities, Its Status Since Deregulation" and "The Importance of Small Railroads to Agriculture

and Rural America."

Rural
Community
Transportation
Leadership

As local governments assume greater responsibilities for transportation, OT has initiated a rural

community transportation leadership program to pull together technical assistance materials and
leadership tools to help rural communities address their transportation needs. In cooperation with

the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development, located at Iowa State University in

Ames, OT is designing a package of transportation materials and identifying distribution networks
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to ensure that technical assistance is available to rural communities. Materials are being

developed to provide rural decisionmakers with information on roads and bridges, rail, and

passenger transportation.
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Packers and Stockyards Administration

Statutory Trust

Payments
During FY 1990, 18 statutory trust cases paid $4.7 million to unpaid cash sellers of livestock who
sold to meat packers. Poultry producers have received approximately $446,617 under the trust

since a 1987 amendment went into effect.

Certified Filing

Systems

Integrity

Monitored

The central filing systems of 17 States have now been certified under provisions of the Food
Security Act of 1985. States certified are Alabama, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana,

Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah,

Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming.

In FY 1990 the Packers and Stockyards Administration (P&SA) conducted nearly 600

checkweighing and direct sale investigations. It uncovered inaccurate weighing at about 15 percent

of the firms checked.

Weights and
Measures
Training

Custodial

Audit Program

Recovery
Under P&S
Bonds

P&SA personnel conducted 4 training schools for 71 weights and measures officials from 10 States.

These training schools, conducted as part of a National training program sponsored by the National

Conference on Weights and Measures, provided training in the proper testing of livestock scales.

P&SA developed and implemented a custodial audit program to ensure a minimum 5-year

frequency in auditing the custodial accounts for shippers' proceeds maintained by selling agencies.

During FY 1990, 30 percent of the custodial accounts audited were short $4.1 million. Most of the

markets corrected the shortages immediately.

During FY 1990, 102 unpaid livestock sellers recovered $669,000 from bonds maintained by market

agencies and dealers operating subject to the P&S Act.

P&SA P&SA cooperates with other law enforcement agencies by sharing useful information and evidence

Assistance in with State and local authorities. In Texas, P&SA assisted a grand jury investigation of an auction

State Prosecu- market operator who issued nonsufficient funds checks and failed to pay for livestock. In Iowa,

tions determination of a South Dakota dealer's guilt of theft by fraud was based primarily on P&SA
evidence and testimony. He was given a 10-year suspended sentence, placed under supervised

probation, and ordered to make $33,000 restitution to an Iowa auction market.

Packers Packers in the Northeast were assessed civil penalties totaling over $100,000 for noncompetitive

Penalized for practices involving the purchase of calves. A packer was assessed a $6,500 civil penalty for

Failure To fraudulently decreasing carcass weights of livestock purchased on a grade and weight basis. A
Compete and packer-buyer made restitution of $5,900 and paid a $5,000 civil penalty for fraudulent practices

Fraud involving livestock procurement.

Bribery Cases New Jersey broker was assessed a $70,000 civil penalty for making payoffs of over $230,000 to two
Settled meat procurement officials. A broker in Denver and a distributor in Minnesota were assessed civil

penalties of $5,000 each for bribery.

Bait-and- Agency personnel assisted Delaware officials investigating a bait-and-switch operation. A grand

Switch jury indicted 2 individuals on 1 1 felony counts each and on 7 misdemeanor counts each for bait-

Operator and-switch selling practices. One of the individuals was charged with two second-degree forgery

Indicted counts and one misdemeanor count of offering a false statement for filing with the State.
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Small Community and Rural Development

Farmers Home Administration

Guaranteed
Loans
Expanded

Debts
Restructured

Emergency
Loans
Continued

Rural Housing
Helped
Families

Community
and Business
Loans Helped

Strategic

Planning

As the principal Federal credit agency for agricultural and rural development, the Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA) extended its guaranteed loan activity to community programs while

continuing the transition from direct to guaranteed loans for farmers unable to obtain credit at

commercial rates and terms. In FY 1990, 10 loans totaling $14 million were guaranteed for

community facilities. Farm loans were: guaranteed operating loans, $909 million; direct operating

loans, $733 million; guaranteed ownership loans, $349 million; direct ownership loans, $80 million.

FmHA continued to restructure debts of farmers in financial difficulty through circumstances

beyond their control, as provided for by the Agricultural Credit Act of 1987. By the end of the

fiscal year, 3,982 farm borrowers' debts had been restructured with write-downs totaling $1 billion,

and 6,397 borrowers had bought out their loans at net recovery value totaling $1.5 billion. Another

17,973 borrowers' debts were restructured without write-down.

At the close of FY 1990, 1,746 counties in 46 States were eligible for FmHA emergency loarts

because of crop or physical losses caused by natural disasters. During the year, 2,609 low-interest

emergency loans totaling $102 million were made. Many represented disasters before 1990

because of the substantial lead time between a farmer's loss and the need to finance the planting

of a new crop.

FmHA continued to fulfill its role as a source of financing for decent, safe, and sanitary housing for

low-income rural families. In its single-family housing program, 36,244 loans totaling $1.3 billion

were made, and 761 multi-family housing loans totaling $572 million were approved to

accommodate more than 15,000 rural families.

FmFIA's community and business programs played an important role in USDA's rural development

initiative. Loans and grants totaling $562 million helped more than 1,000 rural communities

acquire water and sewer facilities, and 275 loans totaling $108 million were made for other

essential community facilities. More than 100 guaranteed loans totaling $104 million were made to

business and industry to increase job opportunities in rural communities.

FmHA began an agencywide strategic planning effort designed to improve the delivery of services

to rural residents, emphasing supervised credit and strengthened loan portfolio management.

Critical elements of the plan are more effective internal management and intensive staff training

and development.
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Federal Crop Insurance Corporation

Through the use of a new computer tracking system, FCIC has discovered that a very small

percentage of insured farmers frequently collect a substantial share of the indemnities. As a result,

FCIC initiated a program to adjust the rates and coverages of producers who frequently collect

indemnities far in excess of premiums. FCIC has successfully applied the program to soybeans and
will expand it to cover additional crops next year.

Grassroots A task force composed of representatives of FCIC, Extension Service, Farmers Home
Outreach Administration, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, insurance companies, the Farm

Credit Banks, and the American Bankers Association planned and developed a risk management
seminar for leaders representing a cross-section of agricultural interests. A total of 73 seminars

were conducted during the fall of 1989 and spring of 1990 in 23 States, reaching about 1,770

agricultural leaders. Following the seminar, 89 percent of those attending indicated they had a

better understanding of crop insurance as it relates to other farm programs.

Program participation has remained high, with about 50 percent of insurable acres enrolled in the

program in 1990. Preliminary estimates are that favorable conditions resulted in reductions in the

loss ratio, the ratio of indemnities to premium, from 1.50 in 1989 to 1.15 in 1990.

For crop-year 1990, 89 percent of FCIC's claims were processed within 15 days. This was a 3-

percentage-point improvement over the 1989 record of 86 percent processed in less than 15 days.

Service The FCIC established a separate Appeals and Litigation Staff in the Office of the Manager. This

Improved realignment of the appeals function will provide faster service and ensure procedural consistency.

The Appeals and Litigation Staff hears appeals of agency program decisions as they affect insured

farmers and FCIC's contractors. In addition, the Staff provides logistical support for litigation

brought against the agency and defended by the Department of Justice.
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Rural Electrification Administration

Electric Loans During FY 1990, the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) approved 162 loans totaling $622
Approved million to provide electricity in rural areas. In addition, two loan guarantees totaling $72.4 million

were approved for generation and transmission projects. On September 30, the principal

outstanding for insured and guaranteed loans totaled about $32.7 billion, which included $2.6

billion of restructured debt.

Telephone
Loans
Approved

Loans Audited

Applications

Received

Energy Sold

REA approved 46 insured loans totaling $238 million during FY 1990. In addition, the Rural

Telephone Bank approved 25 loans totaling $177 million. As of September 30, the amount of

financing outstanding to telephone borrowers was more than $5 billion.

REA completed 604 audits of borrower loans in FY 1990. As of September 30, 77 percent of the

Certified Public Accountants auditing REA borrowers have been reviewed by their peers under a

program required by revised audit procedures. A total of 93 percent of those accountants reviewed
received a clean opinion.

REA received 203 applications for $906 million in loans from electric distribution borrowers during

FY 1990, an increase of $321 million compared with 1989. No applications were received for the

construction of new generation plants because of a surplus in the industry. Completed applications

for new telephone loans decreased slightly—from $515 million in FY 1989 to $483 million in FY
1990. Most of the telephone applications were to upgrade borrowers' systems, including

installation of digital switching and fiber optic equipment.

Energy sold by REA distribution borrowers in 1989 totaled 186 megawatt hours, data available in

1990 revealed, an increase of 3.9 percent from the previous year.

Rates, Usage Retail rates for residential consumers remained constant at an average of 7.3 cents per kilowatt

Increased hour in 1989, according to data released in 1990. Average residential consumer usage per month
remained steady, 952 kilowatt hours.

Electric Electric distribution borrowers' financial strength declined in 1989, according to data released in

Margins 1990. The composite net margins, or income, of borrowers was $769.2 million compared with

Declined $856 million a year earlier. Borrower equity, however, improved slightly to 38.8 percent compared
with 38.4 percent in the previous year.

Troubled REA's Special Projects Staff, which works on problems of financially troubled borrowers, has

Borrowers negotiated the debt restructuring of more than $6 billion involving seven borrowers. At the end of

FY 1990, eight borrowers were in default of debt totaling $2.3 billion.

Rural During FY 1990, REA approved 78 interest-free loans totaling $6.7 million to promote economic

Economic development and creation of jobs in rural areas. The loans were made to electric and telephone

Development borrowers in 30 States to finance a wide range of projects to establish and expand businesses,

Loans promote business incubators, construct industrial buildings, and extend water and waste facilities.

The loans ranged in size from $15,000 to the maximum of $100,000, with the average $86,000.
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Credit A senior loan committee was created during the year to provide an additional review level for loan

Improvement requests. It works to ensure that sound loans are made and that taxpayer investments are

protected.

Streamlining A major project to review and streamline agency directives and procedures was initiated during

of Directives the fiscal year. REA is codifying its program policies in the Code of Federal Regulations and
eliminating outdated material. The project seeks to develop a better understanding of agency
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Food and Consumer Services

Food and Nutrition Service

Food Stamp The Food Stamp Program, administered by the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), has continued to

Benefits provide the Nation's first line of defense against hunger for low-income families by augmenting the

Expanded money they have to buy food. An average of 20.0 million individuals were helped each month
during 1990 via Federal outlays of over $15.0 billion. This compares with an average of 18.8

million individuals served each month in 1989 at a cost of $12.9 billion. Average benefits per

person per month rose from $52 in 1989 to $59 in 1990. The Employment and Training Program
served more than 1.3 million able-bodied food stamp recipients in their effort to achieve economic
independence.

More WIC
Participants

Served

Child Nutrition

Spending
Remained
High

Participation in the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC)

increased significantly nationwide, from 4.1 million low-income pregnant, postpartum and
breastfeeding women, infants and children in 1989 to 4.5 million in 1990. The increase was partly

a result of over $500 million in food cost containment savings achieved by the States, with the

cooperation of the private sector. Cost containment initiatives resulted in the ability to extend

service to a monthly average of more than 880,000 additional people in FY 1990.

Federal cash expenditures for all child nutrition programs, including WIC, totaled S7.0 billion in

FY 1990. An average of over 24.000 children participated daily in the Federal Lunch Program,

receiving a hot, nutritious meal, with nearly half of the benefits going to low or very low income
children. In addition, USDA's efforts to expand the Breakfast Program have continued to pay off

as participation increased in FY 1990 over 7 percent from FY 1989.

Food Donations More than 2 billion pounds of food, valued at $1.2 billion, was distributed through 10 domestic
Continued nutrition assistance programs in 1990. About half of this food was used to prepare meals for the

more than 24 million school lunches served every day.

Homeless
Benefits

Expanded

Improvements
Made in

Commodities

Having a fixed address is not a requirement for participation in the food assistance programs. The
homeless are assisted through the $39 million in commodities provided to soup kitchens and food

banks. In addition, the 1990 Farm Bill allows the homeless to use food stamps when purchasing

meals at authorized restaurants offering concessional prices, and at soup kitchens and shelters.

USDA reduced sugar, fat, and salt in commodity foods. Most specifications prohibited the use of

animal fat or highly saturated vegetable fats in processed foods. Tropical oils in peanut butter

were eliminated. Ground turkey with 12 percent fat was purchased and the average fat content of

ground beef was reduced. The salt content of canned poultry, pork, and beef was reduced.

Roasted peanuts and peanut granules were purchased unsalted. Monosodium glutamate was not

allowed, and canned fruit was packed in light syrup or natural juice.
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Drug
Education
and
Immunization
Promoted by
WIC

A proposed regulation was published to define WIC's role in substance abuse prevention

information and referral activities. Various print and audiovisual materials, as well as a resource

guide for WIC professionals, are being developed to help educate WIC participants about the

dangers of alcohol and other drug use during pregnancy and breastfeeding. In addition, WIC
began working with the Centers for Disease Control to increase immunization rates among WIC
infants and children.

WIC Study
Shows Health
Gains
and Savings

Food Stamp
Integrity

and
Accountability

Improved

New Food
Stamp
Electronic

Benefit

Transfer (EBT)
Systems Began
Operation

Major Strides

Made in

Program
Coordination

A study of the WIC program in five States found lower Medicaid costs and healthier babies for

low-income pregnant women who participated in WIC. Every dollar spent on prenatal WIC care

was associated with a Medicaid savings of between $1.77 and $3.13 for newborns and their

mothers within 60 days of the birth. Prenatal WIC participation was also associated with an
increase in birthweight, especially in preterm infants, and a lesser incidence of preterm birth.

Overpayment error rates for 1989 were the lowest ever: 7.3 percent compared to 9.9 percent for

FY 1981. This translates into a cost avoidance of more than $1.5 billion. The 1990 Farm Bill will

enhance program integrity through tougher penalties for trafficking (buying and selling) in food

stamps. The new legislation provides for permanent disqualification of stores that accept the trade

of food stamps for illegal drugs or firearms. It also limits the types of stores allowed to accept food

stamps, and it provides for periodic reauthorization of stores.

FNS and the Federal Reserve implemented an improved nationwide system for redeeming and
accounting for food stamp coupons in all financial institutions that receive food coupon deposits.

The new procedures will result in improved integrity, accountability, and efficiencies.

On-line EBT projects in Baltimore, Maryland, and Albuquerque, New Mexico, were implemented.

A provision of the 1990 Farm Bill makes on-line EBT an operational alternative for States to issue

food stamp benefits, effective April 1992. Also, a contract to design an off-line EBT system,

utilizing Smart Card technology, was awarded to National Processing Company, Inc., for

implementation in 1992.

Although numerous programs among several Federal agencies serve low-income Americans, they

often are not well coordinated, and develop barriers to participation. FNS continues to work with

sister agencies to better coordinate the Food Stamp Program with the Aid to Families with

Dependent Children program (AFDC), and with WIC, Medicaid, Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), and the Maternal and Child Health Agency (MCHA). Our goal in program coordination is to

make programs more consistent and accessible for clients and more manageable for State and
local workers.

Significant FNS made significant progress in meeting the Secretary's objectives for the Nation's food assistance

Progress programs: Program Integrity, Nutrition, Children, Program Coordination, and Work Force Diversity.

Made in Our goal is to ensure that no needy person goes hungry through lack of access to food assistance.

Meeting By ensuring the integrity of the Food Stamp Program as a foundation against hunger, and by
Secretary's operating supplementary programs such as WIC and free meals for low-income children, USDA
Objectives helps to ensure that this goal is met.
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Human Nutrition Information Service

Dietary

Guidelines for

Americans
Revised

Decennial
Survey Data
Released

Diet and
Health
Knowledge
Studied

Food Safety

Data Initiative

Planned

"Eating Right"

Campaign
Continues

The third edition of "Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary Guidelines for Americans" was released

jointly by USDA and the Department of Health and Human Services on November 5, 1990. This

bulletin presents the Federal dietary guidance message for the public and is the statement of

Federal nutrition policy. The Dietary Guidelines have received broad-scale support and public

statements of endorsement from health, nutrition, and commodity groups and the food industry.

Data from the 1987-88 Nationwide Food Consumption Survey (NFCS) were made available to the

public. The 1987-88 NFCS is the sixth decennial food consumption survey conducted by USDA
since the first in 1935-36. The NFCS includes data on household use and cost of food for a 7-day

period and on intake of food by individual household members for a 3-day period. One-day mean
intakes by individuals 20 years old and older were lower in calories than a decade ago and higher

for vitamin A, vitamin C, and calcium. The percentage of calories from fat declined from 40

percent in 1977 to 36 percent in 1987. The percentage of calories from protein was the same in

1977 as in 1987—16 percent—while the percentage of calories from carbohydrates increased from

43 percent to 47 percent over the 10-year period.

The 1989 Diet and Health Knowledge Survey, conducted as a telephone follow-up to the 1989

Continuing Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals (CSFID, provides the ability to link an

individual's food intake behavior and nutrient intakes to his or her knowledge and attitudes

towards nutrition. Results provide information about potential roadblocks to dietary improvements
including lack of awareness, motivation, and knowledge; inaccurate perceptions; and confusion

about advice. These results have significant implications for nutrition education.

The Human Nutrition Information Service (HNIS) is one of four USDA agencies involved in the

Food Safety Data Initiative to increase knowledge of the use and impact of agricultural pesticides.

HNIS is establishing a Residue Exposure Assessment System which will provide data on the

potential exposure of individuals to pesticide residues found in agricultural products. The system

will link data on pesticide residues found in agricultural products with data on the intake of those

products by the U.S. population and population subgroups as determined from the NFCS and
CSFII. A Food Grouping System is being developed to translate data from surveys on the amounts
of the more than 5,000 food items consumed by individuals back to the agricultural products of

which they are composed for linkage with the residue data.

"Eating Right...The Dietary Guidelines Way" nutrition education campaign, to help people

implement the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, continued with the release of two new Dietary

Guidelines-oriented materials for consumers—a series of factsheets on "Good Sources of Nutrients"

and a newly revised popular publication, "Calories and Weight, The USDA Pocket Guide." Major

campaign activities include distribution of press kits to nearly 7,000 print media nationwide and

over 70 broadcast media interviews. Potential listeners, viewers, and readership are estimated at at

least 94 million consumers.

New Beef Data
Made Available

The ongoing revision of "Composition of Foods," Agriculture Handbook No. 8, by section

continues with revision of Section 13: "Beef Products." The revised section provides data on the

nutrients in over 300 retail cuts and reflects current trimming practices based on a nationwide

market basket survey of meat retailers. Composition data are provided for beef with 1/4 inch of

outside fat and for beef with all the outside fat removed.
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Food Costs The cost of four USDA family food plans—thrifty, low-cost, moderate-cost, and liberal—was

Updated updated and released monthly. The thrifty food plan is used as the basis for benefits in the Food

Stamp Program.
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Office of the Consumer Advisor

Consumer The Office of the Consumer Advisor (OCA) coordinated and administered implementation of the

Information 1990 Journalists' Conference on Food Safety and Nutrition. More than 300 journalists and other

Provided information multipliers from across the Nation heard presentations and discussed food safety,

nutrition, international trade and environmental issues and their effect on consumers with policy

officials and scientists from USDA, the Food and Drug Administration, and the Environmental

Protection Agency. The conference generated 30 accurate articles and broadcasts about food and
agriculture and provided attendees with program and policy contacts for future use.

Consumer
Issues

Analyzed and
Addressed

OCA provided infonnation about food safety, nutrition, food assistance programs, consumer issues

related to agriculture, and USDA consumer services and programs directly to consumers via formal

presentations, radio and television interviews, public forums, articles in USDA publications, and
correspondence

.

OCA provided analysis of consumer concerns to policymakers on the U.S. proposal on sanitary

and phytosanitary measures in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), food safety,

food labeling, nutrition, and agriculture's effect on the environment.

In addition, OCA sits on USDA and inter-agency task forces to effectively address consumer issues.

In 1990, these included the White House Consumer Affairs Council, the Committee on the Effects

of Metrication, the USDA Consumer Affairs Working Group, the Food Safety Issues Team, and the

Subcommittee on Human Nutrition of the USDA Research and Education Committee.

OCA participated in a broad array of public forums to encourage both Government agencies and
private entities to be more responsive to consumers' concerns and to achieve a balance that serves

the needs of both consumers and agriculture.
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Science and Education

Agricultural Research Service

Soybean Yields

Improved by
Higher Carbon
Dioxide Levels

Gene Cloned
That's Key to

Formation of
Ripening
Hormone

Method
Developed for

Transferring

Potato Genes

Promoters
Found for

Turning
PoUen-Killing

Genes On and
Off

Better Methods
Developed for

Fighting and
Detecting

Animal
Diseases

Oat-Derived
Product
Developed
That Can
Lower Fat

Content in

Foods

Safer Food
Program

Chromium
Linked to

Diabetes

If soybeans are a good indicator, rising carbon dioxide levels could counteract the Earth's ozone
pollution for a net gain in crop yields. Last summer, Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
experiments with soybeans in open-top field chambers showed that increasing carbon dioxide

levels to 400 parts per million negated current ambient ozone's harmful effects on yields.

Researchers have cloned a key gene for ethylene formation in plants. Ethylene is a plant hormone
that triggers ripening—and helps lead to overripening and spoilage of fresh produce. Eventually,

scientists hope to use the gene to control the timing of ripening.

Miniature potatoes, called microtubers, may offer biotechnologists a more efficient way to give the

plant useful new genes. Scientists have successfully transferred tracer genes to the little potatoes in

lab tests. Greenhouse and field tests will follow. Eventually, the technology may be used to

transfer genes that confer such useful traits as resistance to bruising or browning.

Scientists have found a way that may enable plant breeders and hybrid seed producers to dispense

with expensive hand labor needed to block certain plants from pollinating themselves. The
researchers have pinpointed pieces of plant genetic material—called promoters—that might be
recruited to turn pollen-killing genes on or off. The promoters, from the tomato's LAT52 and
LAT59 genes, are among the first identified that work almost exclusively in pollen. This research

could lead to economical production of hybrid seed not only of tomatoes, but also of cotton,

soybeans, and other crops.

A live, genetically engineered intestinal bacterium has been used in an experimental vaccine to

fight coccidiosis in chickens. Avian coccidiosis costs U.S. poultry farmers $300 million annually.

An ARS-developed DNA probe cuts from 6 to 2 days the time required to identify the organism

that causes swine dysentery. This rapid method of detecting the organism is likely to play an
important role in launching an eradication program.

Cholesterol-conscious consumers could soon enjoy an oat fiber product that gives low-fat, low-

calorie, cholesterol-fighting alternatives to ice cream, bakery goods, yogurt, and other prepared

foods. The product, called oatrim, replaces most of the saturated fat in these foods without

affecting taste, texture, or appearance. Thirteen food companies have expressed an interest in the

carbohydrate fiber, which is made with natural enzymes.

Food processors can use a new ARS computer program to drastically cut the number of lab tests

(by about 75 percent) now required to monitor bacterial levels in food.

Additional evidence has been found that adequate amounts of the essential element chromium can

improve glucose tolerance in most people with elevated blood sugar—as long as they still secrete

insulin. This suggests that many cases of adult-onset diabetes (type II) in the United States and
other developed countries may be triggered by having too little chromium in the diet.
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Reduced
Contamination
of the
Environment

Improved
Productivity

Practices for

the Soil

Safer Foods by
Improved
Detection/

Elimination of
Pathogens

New Beneficial

Compounds in

Food

New Products
and Improved
Techniques for

Better Food

Cooperative State Research Service

The Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS) provides funds to the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations through a variety of programs. This support has resulted in the following advances:

Natural Resources and Environment

Hawaiian investigators have successfully developed a mixed microbial cell system that removes
and degrades a selected number of pesticides as well as nitrates in contaminated water and
wastewater associated with agricultural production. Kentucky investigators, through the

development of a more efficient computer-assisted design software product for designing water

runoff and sediment control facilities, have demonstrated savings in earthwork in amounts of $20

million due to the increased efficiency of design. The program has also reduced design time from
4-6 weeks to 1-2 weeks. With over 400 installations, 2,000 users are successfully using the product

to improve water control designs. Investigators in Nebraska have developed a new class of turf

grass called buffalograsses, which use significantly less water, fertilizer, and pesticides and require

less mowing. The characteristics of these grasses address the growing problems of water and
pesticide use in suburbia, as well as the growing concern over turf clippings in landfills.

Scientists in Colorado have demonstrated that changing from the traditional wheat-fallow system for

wheat production in the Central Great Plains to a wheat-corn-fallow and wheat-corn-millet-fallow has

doubled the grain production per inch of precipitation, and decreased soil erosion significantly.

Nutrition, Food Quality, & Health

Arkansas investigators have developed through monoclonal antibody techniques a rapid sensitive

method for detecting the foodborne pathogen Listeria monocytogenes in ready-to-eat food. Kansas

scientists have developed a double tube system to detect Clostridium perfringens in food. Clostridium

is one of the three most frequently encountered foodborne pathogens. Georgia food scientists have

developed a rapid heat treatment for human milk that will destroy microbial contaminants and still

allow retention of desirable constituents. The procedure is being used by the Food and Drug
Administration as a guideline for operating human milk banks in the United States.

Oregon investigators have shown that chlorophyll is a very potent inhibitor of the genotoxic action

of human carcinogens, suggesting that chlorophyll may be a primary dietary factor in the

deliberate chemoprevention of human cancer. Wisconsin investigators have isolated two
compounds from alfalfa that protect humans from cardiovascular disease and cancer. They are

attempting to determine if these compounds pass through the cow into milk, for milk would be an

ideal delivery system for these compounds.

North Dakota scientists have developed an extruded product from dry edible beans with better

textural properties than extruded corn, suggesting that dry bean extrusions have significant

potential for use in snack foods or as ingredients in other food formulations.

Improved Michigan scientists have developed a computer model that predicts shelf life of moisture-sensitive

Packaging for products in a variety of temperature and humidity regimes. They also have developed practical

Improved methods for evaluating the optimum seal parameters for the known physical and molecular

Quality properties of the copolymer used in packaging products. Integrity of the seal is an essential

contribution to maintaining quality of the packaged product.
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Process Aimed at Adding Value or Developing New Products

Converting In the hydrolysis of cellulose to glucose (and hence to ethanol) by concentrated acids, the

Municipal separation of the acid from the glucose has been a technical and economic barrier to commercial
Waste to practice. North Carolina scientists, by using electrodialysis, have achieved separation — thus

Ethanol permitting recycling of the acid and production of ethanol from the glucose. Since municipal waste

is 50 percent cellulosic, the application of this technology to municipal solid waste would reduce

landfill requirements while producing ethanol.

Markets, Trade, & Policy

Revitalizing Studies in North Carolina have established that counties classified "metropolitan" (as opposed to

the Rural "rural") have more farmers suffering from financial farm distress and have less support from off-

Economy farm jobs in the family than farmers in "rural" counties. These investigators suggest that farmers in

"metropolitan" counties require more farm crisis services than those in "rural" counties.

Improving Pest

Control with
Fewer
Chemicals

Plant

Development
Advances

Biotechnology
Improves
Swine
Production

Plant Systems

Biological control agents of diffuse, spotted, and meadow knapseeds, bachelor's button, and
yellow starthistle have been introduced and are established on these weeds in Washington. These
studies indicate that for every $1 spent on biocontrol of weeds there is a $30 return. Beauvaria

bassiana , a soil fungus, has been demonstrated by Florida investigators to be an effective control

for fire ant. Alabama researchers have found that crop rotations with new cash crops such as

sesame, or rotation with exotic plants such as castorbean or velvetbean, reduce nematode
populations as much as nematocide treatments. In addition, the use of nitrogenous amendments
and products associated with composted green plant matter has also shown excellent control.

Although the deer tick has been found to be the principal vector of Lyme disease in the

Northeastern States, investigators in Alabama have found the disease-causing agent in black-legged

ticks and in the lone star tick, suggesting that in the Southeastern States transmission of the Lyme
disease agent may differ from in the Northeast.

Scientists in Washington have demonstrated for the first time the presence of interplant

communication through the atmosphere that regulates the defense genes via a chemical called

methyl jasmonate. This proves for the first time that certain plants contain volatile signal molecules

that can affect genes in nearby plants. These investigators have also identified, isolated, and
synthesized the first polypeptide hormonelike molecule in plants. This demonstrates for the first

time that plants have polypeptide hormones that regulate defense response and suggests a parallel

to similar responses in animals.

Animal Systems

Porcine somatotropin (PST) represents one of the first applications of biotechnology to swine

production. As PST moves towards regulatory approval, Georgia scientists have demonstrated that

PST-treated swine had less fat in the loin and grew faster on less feed.

Advances in South Dakota scientists have found a cure for a mineral-related nutritional-metabolic disease (silica

Controlling urolithiasis) of range cattle and sheep that causes an estimated loss of $10 million annually. By
Animal identifying the chemical constituents of this disease they have devised a dietary-management
Diseases scheme that counteracts the disease. Idaho scientists have synthesized a heat-stable enterotoxin
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that mimics a naturally occurring enterotoxin (ST1) which causes serious diarrhea in human and
animal infants. Natural ST1 does not produce a protective immune response. The synthetic

enterotoxin is larger and is expected to elicit an immune response, thus serving as an effective

vaccine. Mississippi investigators have devised a test to determine if the immune system in the

head of a chicken works effectively. Since the head is the entry point of many chicken diseases,

the head s immune system is key to effective disease management.

New
Management
Techniques for

Optimum
Production

With a new and unique anaerobic fermentation process and the refinement of conventional

fermentation processes Alabama scientists are using flushed swine waste as both a supplemental

feed ingredient and an energy resource, a process that will allow energy independence for small to

medium-sized swine production operations.

Arizona investigators are growing catfish in irrigation canals before that water is used for irrigation.

This not only increases returns per acre-foot of water, but the catfish add some nitrogenous wastes

used by the crops.

Improving A new selection technique for increasing the litter size in swine, developed in Nebraska, has

Reproductive increased the reproductive perfonnance of swine and increased litter size. If this procedure is

Performance applied nationally, it is expected to save consumers $265 million annually.
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Extension Service

New Strategic The Cooperative Extension System (CES), of which the USDA Extension Service is a part, is

Directions constantly shifting resources to meet the changing needs and priorities of the people it serves. As
needs and issues change, changes also occur in program priorities, organizational structures, and
external relationships.

The nationwide Cooperative Extension System's newly organized Strategic Planning Council

implemented a scanning and interview process and convened a series of futuring panels. Data

from these and other methods of tracking issues helped the council recommend future programs
and policies to the CES administration.

Sustainable Sustainable agriculture programs were initiated in most States. These initiatives are managed in

Agriculture cooperation with farmers, researchers, USDA agencies, and other public and private organizations

Systems with a stake in developing globally competitive agricultural systems in the United States that are

Addressed economical, environmentally sound, and socially acceptable.

A National Sustainable Agriculture and Natural Resources Conference assembled key leaders to

exchange information on current sustainable agriculture programs, and to lay the groundwork and
provide guidelines for designing sustainable agriculture systems. About 400 representatives from
universities, state government, Federal agencies, nonprofit organizations, and the agribusiness

community attended.

International The Trade Information System (TIS) is a joint venture between the USDA Extension Service and
Marketing private industry to put an electronic trade intelligence system in county Extension offices. People

Increased have come to the 44 pilot test sites in 13 States to review both agricultural and nonagricultural

trade leads, make contacts, and seek a variety of services needed to complete transactions. In just

2 months, 500 companies were contacted relative to trade opportunities, 50 rural businesses

participated in the network, and firms were assisted in obtaining market leads and given guidance

on capitalizing on these leads. Numerous negotiations are in progress by U.S. rural firms to market

products globally.

Rural Areas The CES provides educational programming for entrepreneurs, businesses and industries, and

Revitalized community decisionmakers (including Government officials) in business and industrial

development and rural community development. Example programs include retention and
expansion of existing industry (Ohio), downtown revitalization strategies (Missouri), retail and
service sector development (Iowa), industrial development (Arizona), economic business formation

(Utah), community economic analysis (Wisconsin), economic development (Minnesota), value-

added processing of raw materials (Mississippi), and international trade (Washington). Direct

program results range from better business plans and decisions to strategic plans; increased foreign

markets; and development of local government budgets, plans, and policies. Other results include

retention of businesses, sales to foreign buyers, changed priorities, new and different services, and
fewer lawsuits against local governments.

Food Safety The CES works with government and industry organizations to develop voluntary quality assurance

and Quality programs for reducing pesticide residues in food. Educational efforts are conducted to decrease

microbiologic contamination during food production, processing, and preparation. Nationwide,

Extension staff annually answer over 3 million telephone inquiries, reach 45 to 50 million people
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Waste
Management

through mass media, and educate 10 million households in a variety of food safety programs.

These include Integrated Pest Management, Pesticide Applicator Training, the Food Animal
Residue Avoidance Program, commodity specific production, food handler training, and adult and
youth consumer education.

In 1990, the USDA Extension Service, in cooperation with Cornell University, also developed two
Risk Communication and Assessment "Train the Trainer" Workshops for Extension field staff.

With bans on ocean dumping of municipal sludge, and rapidly disappearing landfills, Extension

education on alternative waste disposal methods is a major effort in most States. Major reductions

in the solid waste stream were achieved through composting, innovative recycling programs, and
other technologies. Extension staff are also developing educational programs with local

governments to support mandated source reduction/recycling, and are conducting public forums

and seminars for citizens, business, industry, and government agencies on the waste management
issue.

Youth at Risk With the appropriation of $7.5 million and a private sector grant of $5.9 million, the Extension

Youth at Risk program is expanding. This program focuses on after-school child care and
education, community programming for high-risk youth, and reading and science literacy.

Cooperative programs are underway with the U.S. Departments of Housing and Urban
Development, Justice, Transportation, and Health and Human Services. A National Summit on
Youth at Risk brought together 700 key leaders from business, industry, government, and
education to build understanding and support for collaborative community efforts.

Water Quality The CES expanded water quality efforts in 1990 to encompass the Presidential Water Quality

Initiative and the USDA 5-Year Water Quality Program Plan. Extension implemented eight

demonstration projects with the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) and the Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service (ASCS) that document the rate and extent of adoption of recommended
practices addressing agrichemicals and animal wastes, and selected eight additional projects for FY
1991. Also with SCS and ASCS, Extension implemented 37 nonpoint source hydrologic unit

projects to solve identified agricultural nonpoint source water quality problems, and selected 37

additional projects for FY 1991. Other efforts included: developing pesticide-use databases for

crops associated with major pesticide usage, integrating water quality components into the

Pesticide Application Training Program, and providing Extension advice in regional areas to

reduce nonpoint source agricultural contamination, such as the Chesapeake Bay, Puget Sound,

Gulf Coast, and Midwest Initiatives, in cooperation with SCS, ASCS, EPA, and other State, local,

and Federal agencies.

With the private sector, Extension developed and distributed National Drinking Water media

awareness kits to educate consumers and communities on safe drinking water practices, including

well-water testing, safe disposal of household chemicals, trash recycling, and waste management
practices. In cooperation with utility companies, county and State school systems, and State and
local agencies, Extension staff also developed educational materials on water quality and the

environment, targeted at youth, for use in school curriculums and camps.
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National Agricultural Library

NAL Establishes As part of the President's Water Quality Initiative, NAL established an information center on water

Water Quality quality. The center assists the public and private sectors in obtaining information on water quality-

Information related issues. Water contamination, pollution, drought, and the public's perceptions of the safety

Center of U.S. water spurred the creation of the center.

NAL Text The National Agricultural Library (NAL) continued work on the National Agricultural Text

Digitizing Digitizing Project, which seeks to disseminate agricultural information on compact disks (CD-
Project ROM). Under this project, NAL has developed test CD-ROMs on acid rain, Agent Orange,

Continues aquaculture, "Food, Agriculture and Science," food irradiation, and agronomy. NAL has sent the

disks to land-grant universities for evaluation.

Rural
Information
Health
Clearinghouse
Established at

NAL

NAL and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services established a rural health information

service at NAL. The Rural Information Center Health Service began operation in fall 1990 and
includes toll-free access to current information on health care in small communities.

NAL-
Established

Information
Network Holds
First Meeting

The inaugural meeting of the U.S. Agricultural Information Network (USAIN), an organization NAL
has worked to establish for several years, was held in Illinois. Membership includes agricultural

organizations and libraries, and meetings provide a forum for discussion of agricultural information

issues.

Video Disk NAL, working with other USDA agencies, developed an optical disk containing 16,000

Developed by photographs and images on agriculture. The disk is part of a system that improves access to USDA
NAL visuals.

NAL Joins NC
State in Image
Transmission
Project

NAL joined with North Carolina State University to evaluate telecommunications facilities capable

of quickly transmitting page images between remote locations. This capability could significantly

hasten document delivery for inter-library loans.

Expert System
on Aquaculture
Enters Second
Generation

NAL updated an expert computer system on African aquaculture developed in 1989. Called REGIS
II, the updated system aids in setting up aquaculture operations for profit and as a source of food.

Assisting NAL were the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization.

NAL Puts

Extension
Service

Information
on CD-ROM

NAL and the USDA Extension Service (ES) developed a compact disk (CD-ROM) to assist

extension agents. The disk, released to 115 sites for evaluation, contains more than 12,000

documents (over 50,000 pages) 1,500 graphics, 50 computer programs, and 14 minutes of audio.

Assisting in the project were the Virginia and Minnesota extension services.

NAL Video- NAL continued videotaping for posterity "oral history" interviews with key contributors to the field

tapes Oral of alternative agriculture. The subjects of the interviews relate their early background and
Histories experiences in their fields.
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NAL Completes
Study on
Preserving
Collection

A preservation study completed at NAL finds that 25 percent of the NAL collection is embrittled

and another 25 percent needs immediate preservation attention. Plans for improving the condition

of the collection are included in the study.

NAL
Co-sponsors
Animal
Welfare
Conference

NAL co-sponsored a conference on laboratory animal welfare with the Johns Hopkins Center for

Alternatives to Animal Testing. Attendees represented U.S. and Canadian organizations involved in

disseminating information and developing alternatives to animal use in research.

Electronic

Bulletin Board
Improves NAL
Services

Agricultural Library Forum (ALF), the electronic bulletin board operated by NAL, began its third

year of operation in 1990, providing worldwide electronic access to information about NAL
products and services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Use of ALF has grown steadily.

NAL Starts

Computer-
Aided
Cataloging
Instruction

With funding from Apple Computer, Inc., and the Council on Library Resources. NAL developed

software for training new library catalogers. The training project, called CatTutor, is being tested at

various library schools.

NAL Provides
Computer
Access to

Collection

NAL patrons were given self-service computer access to NAL's collection through ISIS, a computer
system that allows on-line access to the library's card catalog. ISIS was used heavily throughout the

year.
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Office of Agricultural Biotechnology

Environmental
Assessment
Completed

Federal

Advisory
Committee
Meets

The Office of Agricultural Biotechnology (OAB) completed an environmental assessment (EA) and
a Finding of No Significant Impact for a Cooperative State Research Service-funded experiment

using transgenic carp. The EA includes an in-depth analysis of the environmental effects of the

research. The project involves genetically transformed mirror carp which contain a growth

hormone gene from rainbow trout. The carp will be bred indoors and offspring then placed in

specially constructed outdoor research ponds and grown for 1 year. Researchers hope to learn

how the trout growth hormone gene affects reproduction and performance.

USDA's Agricultural Biotechnology Research Advisory Committee, which is supported and staffed

by the OAB, met four times throughout 1990, and a subcommittee on the research guidelines met
once. A few of the scientific issues discussed included transgenic fish, research guidelines, use of

artificial intelligence, scope of organisms, public awareness, and a proposal to field-test a

recombinant vaccine for baicellosis.

Biotechnology
Newsletter

Issued

Public

Meetings
Organized

New
Information
Materials

Released

Biotechnology
Council
Created

New
Handbook
on Field

Testing

The OAB prepared 10 issues of Biotechnology Notes, USDA's award-winning publication about

research and events going on in agricultural biotechnology at USDA and around the world. There

was a threefold increase over 1989 in the number of requests for subscriptions, with about 20

percent of them coming from foreign scientists and government officials.

In an effort to both educate and involve the public more fully in agricultural biotechnology, the

OAB sponsored and conducted five regional public meetings to solicit comments on USDA's draft

research guidelines. Many of the suggestions and comments offered have been incorporated into

the guidelines.

The OAB prepared and distributed a new brochure for U.S. researchers who are considering

international scientific and technical exchanges. It is entitled "Guidance for U.S. Researchers

Involved in International Exchange on Agricultural Biotechnology." The OAB also released a

"plain-English" backgrounder entitled "The ABC's of Biotechnology," 5 national news releases, and

30 press information kits. OAB arranged 5 radio interviews with senior-level personnel discussing

biotechnology and responded to about 100 media inquiries. The OAB is finalizing a new booklet

entitled "Biotechnology at USDA," which highlights all the biotechnology programs and activities

going on in the Department. It will serve as a primary source for both the agricultural community
and the general public.

The Biotechnology Council was established as a forum for senior staff to communicate and

coordinate biotechnology activities. It met five times during 1990 and shared information on a

wide range of activities including the status of field test applications and approvals, changes in

environmental laws, results of economic and food safety studies, etc.

OAB coordinated the writing and publication of a handbook on field testing entitled "Agricultural

Biotechnology: Introduction to Field Testing." It describes the major issues relevant to field testing

and can be read and understood by both scientists and the lay public.
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International The growing interest in biotechnology among member nations of the European Community has

Activities led to the formation of a new U.S.-E.C. Task Force on Biotechnology Research. The first meeting

Role Expanded was held in September and chaired by the USDA Assistant Secretary for Science and Education.

Genome mapping, research databases, and public education were several of the areas identified

for possible collaboration. OAB also supported and assisted in coordinating the first International

Symposium on Biosafety Results of Field Tests of Genetically Modified Plants and Microorganisms,

held November 27-30, in South Carolina.
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Economics

Economic Analysis Staff

GATT The Economic Analysis Staff (EAS) provided analytical support to officials in the USDA and in the

Alternatives Office of the U.S. Trade Representative in developing the U.S. Uruguay Round proposal and
Assessed evaluating alternatives. EAS coordinated all economic analyses of GATT issues and provided

technical support to U.S. negotiators participating in the Uruguay Round ministerial meeting in

Brussels.

1990 Farm EAS provided technical assistance on a wide array of legislative and program proposals considered

Legislative for the 1990 Farm Bill and the 1990 Budget Reconciliation Act. In particular, EAS analyzed the

Options potential impact of planting flexibility on crop markets, program costs, and farm income. The

Developed results showed that planting flexibility would lead to more efficient and competitive production,

lower farm program budget costs, and somewhat higher farm income than alternative ways of

achieving the same budget savings.

Determinations EAS implemented USDA's responsibilities under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986

Made for SAW by working with other agencies to develop rules and regulations pertaining to the Special

Program Agricultural Worker (SAW) Program. Efforts focused on determining the adequacy of the supply of

farm labor and the need for replenishment agricultural workers.
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Economic Research Service

Measuring
Food
Prices

Futures and
Options
Markets
Studied

Economic Research Service (ERS) economists determined, after studying more than 300,000 item

prices from 6l6 supermarkets representing 321 firms in 28 cities, that prices differed because of

capacity utilization, store occupancy costs, number of special services offered, and market growth
and rivalry in the stores' areas.

An ERS study found that fanners could broaden their pricing alternatives and partly protect

themselves against price declines within a production year, but that they would gain little interyear

income stability by using futures, options, or cash forward contracts.

Export
Enhancement
Program
Evaluated

ERS's findings indicate that the EEP played a significant role in the exports of wheat and barley.

The program assisted U.S. exporters by countering competitor subsidies. The EEP boosted U.S.

barley and wheat exports, market share, and domestic producer prices.

Trade Reform ERS found that agricultural policies in industrial countries have distorted world markets

Reviewed considerably and that trade liberalization could have large benefits. Liberalization could also

redistribute income and wealth within countries.

World ERS calculated that during the past decade, world agricultural production grew at an annual rate of

Agriculture 2.3 percent. However, world per capita food production rose only 0.5 percent as progress in North
Analyzed America, Europe, and Asia was balanced by negative rates in Latin America, Africa, and the Middle

East.

Developing ERS analysts concluded that with lower economic and population growth, more rapid

Countries' technological change in agriculture, and reduced environmental degradation, many developing

Markets countries will be increasingly dependent on food aid rather than commercial imports. If 50 percent

Hindered of the debt is forgiven for Brazil, Chile, Mexico, and Venezuela, their agricultural imports would
increase by $460 million. The U.S. share of that would be about 30 percent. If all debt were
forgiven, U.S. agricultural exports would increase by $1.1 billion.

Farm Policies ERS research shows that the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation is insuring high-risk farmers and
Studied that premiums do not adequately reflect risk. Under flexible planting options, ERS estimated that

soybean acreage would increase primarily in the Corn Belt and decline in the South, corn and
wheat acreage would likely decline, farm income would be modestly affected, and feed grain and
wheat prices would rise somewhat, reducing deficiency payments.

EC 1992 To ERS research shows that elimination of frontier controls and establishment of fixed exchange rates

Alter Trade within the EC will reduce EC bulk exports. Internal and external EC trade in processed food

products will increase.

Centrally ERS analysts found that consumers in centrally planned economies (CPE's) have been more heavily

Planned subsidized than producers. CPE policies constrained farm productivity, offsetting much of the

Economies financial support producers received. These economies will continue to be net importers of

Reviewed agricultural goods in the near term. Over the longer term, CPE oilseed products and higher value

specialty product imports will increase. The CPE's may become net exporters of grains and meats

in the next 5-10 years.
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Changes
Affecting

Conservation
and
Environment
Reviewed

ERS economists determined that commodity program changes can reduce agrichemical use and
erosion while improving agriculture's market orientation and lowering Government cost. New land

retirement approaches targeted at wetlands restoration and land use change can achieve longrun

environmental improvements.

Federal

Irrigation

Water
Affects Prices

Restricted

Pesticide Use
Raises Prices

Rural Financial

Markets
Healthy

Petroleum
Shocks Affect

Prices

ERS economists determined that production changes of rice, vegetables, and fruit and nut crops

could be large enough to change national market prices. A 10-percent water supply reduction

would increase the rice price by 4.6 percent and vegetable prices by 0.8 percent, but would
reduce fruit and nut prices by 3-3 percent.

ERS estimated that the cost of banning carbofuran is $50 million, phorate $21 million, and terbufos

$127 million; producers in California would have lost market shares relative to producers in other

States and countries if Proposition 128 had passed; and, for North Carolina and South Carolina, the

return to boll weevil eradication was a continuous $0.97 per year for each public and private

dollar, one-time investment in the eradication over the life of the program.

ERS researchers found that rural banking firms successfully adapted to the presence of larger,

urban-based banks and continue to serve the credit needs of rural borrowers. However, rural

banks are not well suited to take advantage of proposals that would allow banks to enter new
lines of business. As a result, rural businesses and communities could easily be put at a

competitive disadvantage by product market deregulation.

ERS calculated that a crude oil price shock affects U.S. petroleum-based farm input prices directly

(in the same direction), but with a muted effect (about 25 percent of the initial shock), and
significantly influences these prices for more than 2 years.
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National Agricultural Statistics Service

Improved
Statistical

Quality

County
Estimates

Enhanced

The National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) implemented stricter data control procedures in

its price estimating programs for cotton and rice. The agency also designed standardized computer
systems for data analysis and summary to monitor price reports received and provide improved
internal control. These improvements will enhance the accuracy of price estimates used to

determine deficiency payments. A standardized Cattle on Feed questionnaire was developed for

use in the 13 quarterly estimating States to improve data consistency across States.

An integrated sample design and a computerized system for data analysis and estimation were
developed for all States to use in improving the consistency of county crop and livestock estimates

in all States.

Pesticide Use NASS initiated a major new survey program for providing estimates of on-farm chemical usage that

Database are statistically reliable at the State level. The data will establish a new statistical series that will be
Initiated made available in published form as well as in a database format.

Reinterview
Survey
Program
Established

A reinterview survey program was established for the agency's Agricultural Survey Program.

Reinterviewing a subsample of survey respondents provides information on the accuracy of survey

responses; this information can be used to adjust the original survey responses for bias.

Interactive

Survey Data
Editing Being
Tested

Interactive computer editing is being researched and implemented on microcomputers. Objectives

are to reduce costs for leasing of computer time, improve productivity, and provide statisticians

immediate feedback on the performance of the survey and on their own actions.

Computer- Area sampling frames are currently developed using paper-based products such as satellite

Assisted imagery, high-altitude photography, and U.S. Geological Survey map products. The Computer
Stratification Assisted Stratification and Sampling project uses digital satellite data and digital map data on a

and Sampling computer monitor. Using the digital data allows the cartographer to create a more accurate

Being sampling frame, and initial tests show a 50-75 percent reduction in completion time.

Developed

New Systems NASS installed local area networks (LAN) and PC workstations in 16 of its 45 field offices.

Installed Installation in the remaining offices will occur in 1991 and 1992. Along with the LAN installation,

training teams provided on-site training to the local staff, and security teams reviewed the

computer security in each office. The agency also installed and implemented a database system for

maintaining, and providing instant access to, the names and addresses of farm operations.

Electronic

Information
Directory
Created

NASS INFO is a personal computer-based advisory system that provides easy and consolidated

information about the agency. The system includes information on agency organization, document
release dates and contents, and it will also print forms for ordering publications.
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Statistical Through cooperative agreements, NASS provided a wide assortment of statistical consulting and
Services survey services for other USDA and Federal agencies. Statistical services were provided to the

Provided Animal and Plant Health Protection Service, Economic Research Service, Human Nutrition Service,

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service, Agricultural Marketing Service, Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation, and Forest Service in USDA and to other Federal agencies such as the

Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of the Interior, and the Department of Labor. In

addition, NASS conducted special surveys for State departments of agriculture in nearly all States.

International NASS provided technical assistance and training to help develop and improve agricultural statistics

Assistance programs in the developing world. Nine countries were helped by 23 different employees. Long-

Provided term or resident assistance was provided in Cameroon, Egypt, Honduras, Morocco, and Pakistan.

Short-term assignments were in support of both projects with residents and work in countries

where there was no resident. Through the International Agricultural Statistics Course, NASS
provided technical training for 22 persons from 11 countries.

Strategic NASS completed a comprehensive internal review of staffing issues, external relationships, and
Planning statistical quality. The staffing report contains specific recommendations for effectively recruiting,

training, and retaining highly qualified statisticians and computer analysts in the spirit of meeting

USDA's work force diversity goals.
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Office of Energy

New USDA The Office of Energy (OE ) coordinated with the Office of Operations to implement a new USDA
Vehicle policy requiring the use of ethanol or ETBE-blended (ethyl tertiary butyl ether) gasoline in all

Ethanol Department vehicles when such fuels are available at competitive prices.

Policy

National OE provided analysis and coordinated USDA participation in the Administration's National Energy

Energy Strategy with assistance from several agencies, including the Economic Research Service, the Forest

Strategy Service, Science and Education agencies, the Soil Conservation Service, the Extension Service, and
Analysis the Rural Electrification Administration.

Biomass OE participated with the Department of Energy to develop White Papers assessing the potential

Analyzed supply of biomass energy.

Alternative OE participated in the National Commission on Alternative Transportation Fuel and represented

Fuels USDA at several interagency meetings on the subject.

Iraqi

Analysis

Global
Warming
Monitored

OE coordinated and published a background paper on the effects of the embargo on Iraqi trade,

with assistance from ERS.

OE participated in the Department's Working Group on Global Change.
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World Agricultural Outlook Board

Data USDA's World Agricultural Outlook Board (WAOB) initiated a program to evaluate the

Evaluations Department's short-term, intermediate, and long-term commodity forecasts. A trial historical data

Initiated set of preliminary and final estimates was compiled and used to calculate statistical measures of

forecast reliability. This effort established the prototype for an on-going forecast evaluation

program.

With WAOB's guidance, the Economic Research Service and the Foreign Agricultural Service, for

the first time, published reliability statistics for U.S. agricultural export forecasts in the August 1990

issue of the Outlook for U.S. Agricultural Exports. At the same time, similar statistics were
published for export volume and import value.

Adverse The Joint Agricultural Weather Facility (JAWF), operated by the WAOB and the Department of

Weather Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, monitored significant global

Assessed weather developments and interpreted their implications for agriculture. JAWF meteorologists

reported on unfavorably dry conditions in the fall of 1989 for germination and establishment of

hard red winter wheat in the Great Plains. In November 1989, JAWF accurately predicted a major

record-setting cold wave in December. However, based on an analysis of specially acquired soil

temperature data, JAWF agricultural meteorologists correctly deduced that the wheat crop was, for

the most part, not seriously damaged by the freeze episode, a conclusion that was counter to

many private sector assessments at the time.

JAWF meteorologists provided early warning of the December 1989 freeze episodes which
severely damaged the citrus and vegetable crops in Texas and Florida. As a result, the National

Agricultural Statistics Service acted prior to the onset of the freeze to prepare for the extensive field

surveys and reports that would be needed to assess potential damage. JAWF's forecasts of likely

freeze dates, duration, and severity proved quite accurate.

Remote WAOB prepared USDA's contribution to the annual Aeronautics and Space Report of the President.

Sensing The report notes that the Department's remote sensing activities are focused on three areas: 1)

Program plant growth in controlled environments, 2) monitoring large areas of the Earth's surface, and 3)

Reviewed interpreting and using data obtained from satellites.

Climate WAOB's Chief Meteorologist participated in developing a new Presidential initiative on global

Change climate change and advised several international scientific bodies regarding prospective global

Work climate change research projects.

Supported

67th Outlook 'Agriculture in a World of Change" was the theme of USDA's 67th National Agricultural Outlook

Conference Conference, chaired and directed by WAOB on November 27, 28, and 29, 1990. The nationally

Hosted televised conference featured 25 topical sessions and prominent speakers from the public and

private sectors; it attracted an on-site audience of 900, including a large press contingent..
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Administration

Minority and
Female
Employment

Special

Emphasis
and Outreach

Complaint
Processing

Civil Rights
Compliance
Reviews

Small and
Disadvantaged
Business

Advisory
Committee
Supported

Office of Advocacy and Enterprise

In response to the Departments work force diversity plan, "Framework for Change,'' the Office of

Advocacy and Enterprise (OAE) developed procedures to establish and monitor goals for achieving

a culturally diverse work force at all levels annually. OAE developed an overview presentation for

use by agencies to illustrate and promote a clear understanding of Framework policies.

During FY 1990, USDA's minority permanent employment increased from 15.5 percent to 16.8

percent while female employment increased from 37.9 percent to 39.2 percent.

During FY 1990, the Special Emphasis and Outreach Program (SEOP) Division was created. SEOP
provides focus and impetus to the Small or Limited Resource Farmer Initiative, Historically Black

Colleges and Universities Programs, Federal Women's Program, Hispanic Employment Program, and
Native American Program in carrying out the Department's work force diversity initiative.

OAE held three regional training conferences for USDA female employees in the field to provide

career-related training and to identify continuing barriers to the development and advancement of

women. The attendees covered a wide spectrum of occupations and grade levels. OAE held two
seminars for GS/GM 12-14 female employees to train them in the functions and responsibilities of

management.

Through the Hispanic Employment Program, OAE conducted three regional symposia. These
symposia improved the Department's recruiting efforts.

OAE processed 669 complaints from would-be beneficiaries of departmental programs.

OAE conducted three Civil Rights Compliance reviews under Tide VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

which prohibits discrimination in delivery of departmental services, and one under Title Yd of the

same act, which governs the employment of women, minorities, and persons with disabilities.

During Minority Enterprise Development (MED) Week the Office of Small and Disadvantaged

Business Utilization (OSDBU) conducted an event to recognize minority vendors and Department
buying agencies. Minority vendors were recognized for the exemplary services they provided

USDA. Three Department buying agencies were recognized for their commitment to the minority

business enterprise program.

In response to Public Law 100-656 requiring Federal agencies to provide a forecast of their

procurement opportunities on an annual basis, OSDBU released to the general public its anticipated

procurement activity for 14 USDA agencies.

OSDBU developed a subcontracting opportunities directory listing name and contact point for

almost 100 prime contractors offering subcontracting opportunities.

OSDBU conducted two procurement assistance reviews of the Forest Service and the Soil

Conservation Service in Portland, Oregon, during FY 1990.

OAE briefed the Secretary's Citizens Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunity on the Framework
initiative at a meeting in Washington, D.C., and provides the Committee with administrative support.
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Quality of
Work
Life

Recruitment

EO/CR Critical

Element

Work Force
Tracking

Office of Personnel

In response to "Framework for Change," the Office of Personnel (OP) advanced several programs

to improve overall employee job satisfaction and productivity.

One child development center accommodating 88 children will be located in the Auditors Building

in Washington D.C. Another accommodating 102 children is under construction at the National

Finance Center in New Orleans. Both centers are scheduled to open in the spring of 1991.

A low-cost program for writing improvement was made available to over 1,100 USDA employees.

On average the program provided 80 hours of individual instruction at a cost of less than $2 per

hour. This program to improve writing is a low-cost self-paced alternative to formal classes.

A total of 1,330 employee pre-complaint contacts were made with the full-time professional Equal

Employment Opportunity counselors. Of these contacts, 1,028 were resolved and 209 fonnal EEO
complaints were filed. The number of complaints was the lowest in 8 years.

In response to Framework, OP completed a recmitment video with current departmental

employees to illustrate career opportunities in USDA. Companion recruitment literature and a

recruitment exhibit were developed reflecting the theme "Making a World of Difference."

Additionally, OP expanded its recruitment and outreach program in the Hispanic community with

the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding by the Secretary of Agriculture with the Hispanic

Association of Colleges and Universities. Forty interns were hired from Hispanic-serving

institutions.

A total of 535 summer interns were hired from the 1890 Historically Black Colleges and
Universities, a 38-percent increase from last year.

The USDA demonstration project was implemented on July 1, 1990, in over 210 Forest Service (FS)

and Agricultural Research Service (ARS) experimental and comparison sites nationwide. Since

project implementation both FS and ARS have seen overall improvement in the areas of

recruitment and outreach for minorities, females, and veterans.

To ensure that accountability for achieving equal opportunity/civil rights (EO/CR) objectives

extends to all USDA employees, OP established a separate critical element for inclusion in the

performance standards of all USDA employees.

In cooperation with OAE, OP developed a streamlined reporting system to track the demographics

of USDA's work force profile to ensure that diversity objectives are accomplished. This tracking

system provides agencies with an effective tool to monitor progress.

OP is coordinating a departmentwide Work Force Planning Task Force to develop a plan for

achieving and maintaining a balanced USDA work force. Task force recommendations are

expected by March 1991.
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Points of Light

New FEHB Law
Implemented

Committee for

the
Agriculture

Payroll/

Personnel
System

Ethics

Program
Revitalized

In 1990 the Department of Agriculture developed and implemented the "USDA Points of Light

Initiative" in support of President Bush's program to marshall the Nation's volunteer resources.

Under the program the Secretary7 recognizes, with a personal letter, USDA employees who report

their volunteer efforts. More than 300 employee volunteers were recognized during 1990 for a

wide variety of community-based activities.

The Office of Information Resources Management (OIRM) wrote an original software program to

track the progress of the "USDA Points of Light Initiative." This was USDA's first large-scale

transmission of information from a mainframe database to personal computers. This process

enables OP to follow the accomplishments of individual volunteers and the specific activities they

perform for their volunteer organizations. In addition, it generates congratulatory letters from the

Secretary and a monthly accomplishment report for the President and the Secretary.

OP issued procedures to implement Temporary Continuation Coverage (TCC) of Federal

Employees Health Benefits (FEHB) on January 1, 1990. The new TCC law provides continued

FEHB coverage to separated employees, former spouses, and children over age 22. USDA was
among the few Departments to implement TCC on time.

In January 1990, OP established an interdepartmental committee for users of the payroll/personnel

system at the National Finance Center. The committee promotes a single basic payroll/personnel

system committed to responsive personnel, payroll, and time and attendance practices that meet
all regulatory and legal requirements.

OP revitalized the Department's Ethics Program. The revitalized program addresses new ethics

requirements created by Executive Order 12731, the Ethics Reform Act of 1989, and a 1990 audit

by the General Accounting Office (GAO). Ethics training required by the Executive order began
with briefings for Under and Assistant Secretaries, their personal staffs, members of the Senior

Executive Service, and supervisors at grades GM-14 and 15.
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Office of Information Resources Management

USDA OIRM
Strategy

Defined

DEPNET
Accomplish-
ments
Listed

Tracking
System
Implemented

FTS2000
Implementation
Advanced

Acquisition

Process

Improved

Computer
Accommoda-
tion

Equipment
Demonstrated

The Office of Information Resources Management (OIRM) is developing a USDA information

resources management (IRM) strategic plan. Implementation of the plan will support policy

officials' need for timely and complete management information and provide access to data on
issues which cut across organizational lines, including food safety and water quality.

DEPNET, USDA's data communications network, serves over 40 USDA agencies and staff offices.

Unit rates for data services were reduced, resulting in a $3 million savings in FY 1990. OIRM
completed the concentration of multiagency data communications in field offices, saving $1.5

million per year.

OIRM designed and implemented an automated system to track Presidential and departmental

MBO initiatives in USDA. This tracking system provides managers with an effective tool to identify

project initiatives and follow progress.

OIRM led the effort to ensure a smooth transition for the Department to the mandated Federal

FTS2000 network. This network provides all long distance voice, data, and video

telecommunications services for all of USDA. OIRM provided support and analysis to GSA, which
will reduce USDA's costs by nearly $1 million per year, and established a Customer Network
Management Services Staff to assist USDA agencies with services such as usage and billing

information and network optimization.

OIRM instituted improved procedures for IRM acquisitions. Use of these procedures resulted in

shortened procurement times, improved procurement specifications, and more successful

procurements. Over 40 procurement cases with an acquisition value of $32 billion were
completed using the prescribed procedures.

OIRM sponsored a presentation of computer technology designed to accommodate persons with

disabilities so they may compete more fully and in a wider range of jobs, enhance their

productivity, and realize their full potential.

OSEC OIRM initiated a major project to enhance and expand computer and telecommunications support

Automation to the offices of the Secretary, Under/Assistant Secretaries, and agency heads. The system provides

Expanded electronic mail, document transfer, and information sharing.

Software OIRM defined and advanced use of a methodology for implementing computer software that will

Management shorten the time to develop and install software and provide systems that meet user requirements

Improved more closely.
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Office of Finance and Management

Travel USDA improved its Travel Management Program by increasing participation in its travel

Management management center program, Diners Club initiative, contract airline program, and relocation

Program services program. The Office of Finance and Management (OFM) expanded client participation

through user group activities and conducted travel training throughout the year. These activities

resulted in savings of more than $10 million.

Modernization The project to automate the administrative workplace has progressed significantly. Tests of the

of initial system prototypes were successful. The second stage of testing will begin shortly at selected

Administrative sites within three USDA agencies.

Processing
System
(MAPS)

Metrication USDA instituted a departmental regulation to establish departmentwide policy and assign

Implementation responsibilities for an orderly transition to the metric system.

Drug-Free
Workplace

Drug Testing

Program

Government-
wide
Cross-

Servicing

USDA
Consolidated
Financial

Statements

USDA published the final rule implementing the "Governmentwide Requirements for Drug-Free

Workplace Act of 1988." The act requires grantees to certify that they will provide a drug-free

workplace and that the conduct of grant activity will be drug-free.

USDA completed its first year of employee drug testing under the Drug-Free Workplace Program.

Seven hundred and seventy-eight employees participated in the random testing program and 33 in

the volunteer program. We have tested 30 job applicants. One confinned positive result was
reported and the employee is in a treatment program. Reasonable suspicion testing is in abeyance

due to litigation. Accident/injury testing procedures are being rewritten to reflect recent

Department of Justice guidance.

USDA provides financial management services to more than 32 other Federal Government
agencies and to 38 USDA agencies. This saves the non-USDA agencies millions of dollars in

developmental costs and an estimated $5 million annually in processing costs.

Sixty-nine non-USDA agencies are participating, in the Direct Premium Remittance System

implemented to handle insurance premiums, saving them the cost of developing their own
systems.

OFM prepared departmentwide FY 1988 consolidated financial statements. The consolidated

statements include a statement of financial position, statement of operations, statement of cash

flows, and statement of reconciliation to budget reports. The General Accounting Office is auditing

these statements and plans to issue an opinion in early 1991. USDA's process will serve as a model

for the rest of the Federal Government.

The recently enacted Chief Financial Officers legislation requires the head of each executive

agency to prepare and submit annual financial statements to the Office of Management and

Budget.
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Financial About 18,500 delinquent accounts were referred to the Internal Revenue Service for offset against

Management tax refunds. About 7,450 accounts were offset and 749 voluntary payments received for a total of

Services $6.5 million.

Points of Light

Committee
Established

Cash management savings of about $33 million were realized through the use of collection and
disbursement methods such as concentration banking, electronic funds transfer, lock boxes, credit

cards, and traveler's checks.

OFM and the Office of Budget and Program Analysis integrated the management control review

and reporting process with the budget so that budget requests include resources to implement
corrective action in high-risk areas.

To advance the President's Points of Light Initiative, OFM's National Finance Center established a

committee that will recognize employees and develop ideas for furthering participation in

community service.

Through the committee's Points of Light Holiday Project, National Finance Center employees

generated cards and letters for our armed forces in Saudi Arabia, provided toys and clothing to 224

needy children in New Orleans, and distributed food baskets to several needy families.
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Office of Operations

Utilization

Surveys
Conducted

Field Office

Resource
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Mail
Management

Increased
Excess
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Acquisitions

Warehouse
Consolidation
Promotes
Efficiency

Motor Vehicle

Fleet

Operations
Review

In accord with Executive Order 12512 and the Department's utilization survey program, the Office

of Operations (OO) provided oversight to surveys of 40 pieces of real property consisting of

197,663 acres valued at $68.7 million. OO identified underutilized properties with an estimated

value of $9-6 million for return to the GSA real property inventory to be treated as surplus

property and disposed of in accordance with guidelines on highest and best use.

OO initiated a project to identify ideas that will save or avoid administrative costs in USDA field

offices and share resources at 10,715 USDA farm service field offices in 2,948 counties throughout

the United States, including Puerto Rico. In 88 percent of the situations, two or more field offices

are collocated, which provides an opportunity for cost savings or cost avoidance.

GAO has recognized USDA for reducing postage costs by $405,000 over a 2-year period through

the use of pre-sorting first class mail. USDA is a leader in mail management and has reduced
postage costs by $13 million in the last 5 years in spite of a 10-percent postage rate increase in

1985 and a 16-percent increase in 1988.

In FY 1990 the Department obtained excess personal property valued at an original acquisition

cost of $175.4 million from other Federal agencies through GSA. Excess property is free-of-charge

and its use as a supply source enables USDA agencies to avoid unnecessary procurement.

OO has merged the inventories of the Forms and Publications warehouses into a new 120,000-

square-foot warehouse in Landover, Maryland, completing the Consolidated Forms and
Publications Distribution Warehouse facility. OO has enhanced services by providing electronic

inventory data access and requisitioning.

OO developed a Fleet Management Operations Review Guide for use by departmental agencies in

conducting reviews of motor vehicle fleets. The Guide explains how to conduct a review, analyze

data, and write a fleet management activities report.

Individual

Contract

Action Report
Automated

OO automated the Individual Contract Action Report, SF-279, for USDA agencies. This new
automated system permits USDA procurement offices nationwide to enter over 14,000 reports

online, streamlining the process and reducing the occurrence of errors.

Commercial
Credit

Card Program

USDA
Headquarters
Property
Improved

USDA implemented the commercial credit card program for purchase of supplies and services in

18 departmental agencies in FY 1990, issuing approximately 5,000 credit cards with an average

3,000 transactions per month. This program reduces paperwork and helps vendors receive

payment faster.

OO completed several projects to improve the Headquarters Complex including the restoration of

the historic Auditors Building and 3,000 windows in the South Building. USDA upgraded access

accommodations for persons with disabilities, including an elevator to the South Building sub-

basement and a new ramp to the main entrance of the Administration Building. The asbestos

removal program continued in the South Building and the Administration Building.
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Board of Contract Appeals

Function Pursuant to the Contract Disputes Act, the Board of Contract Appeals (Board) continues to provide

informal, expeditious, and inexpensive dispute resolution between the Department and its

contractors.

Types of
Contracts

Workload

Disputes arose from widely diverse types of contracts including stream channel diversion

construction, grain storage, timber sales and related road construction, commodity sales, helicopter

services, loan processing services, and liquid petroleum gas supply.

The Board scheduled hearings in 26 appeals. Seven disputes were settled by the parties prior to

the hearing.

The Board received 127 new appeals and completed 175 appeals, reducing the number of cases

on the Board's docket from 348 to 300.

Appeals

The 300 remaining appeals involve a total of $53 million in claims. The 300 appeals represent less

than 1 percent of the total number of contracts awarded by the Department. The $53 million in

claims represents less than 2 percent of the total dollar value of those contracts.

Six Board decisions were appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.

Five of the Board's decisions were upheld. In the one case that was reversed and remanded, the

parties settled the appeal after the Board had set a hearing date.
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Cases Filed

Under
Existing Laws

New Laws

Attorney-

Advisor
Position and
PC's

Office of Administrative Law Judges

The cases filed with the Office of Administrative Law Judges (OALJ) in 1990 under laws existing in

1989 were comparable in number to recent years, except under the Agricultural Marketing

Agreement Act (up from 13 to 39), the Animal Welfare Act (up from 6 to 43), and the Horse
Protection Act (up from to 67).

OALJ's new responsibility for deciding appeals of departmental non-procurement debarments

resulted in two cases. New authority to hear departmental complaints seeking administrative

sanctions for violations of marketing orders resulted in two filings.

OALJ added a second attorney-advisor position to increase the legal research assistance available

to the judges, and obtained personal computers and computer training for three of the five judges.

Agriculture OALJ acquired new desktop publishing equipment for preparing "Agriculture Decisions" to speed
Decisions up publication, improve quality, and implement formatting changes to enhance publication of

future editions.

Elimination of
Service by
Certified

Mail

OALJ amended the rules of practice for adjudicating cases to permit the Hearing Clerk to use

regular mail for the service of most documents—eliminating the use of certified mail. This saves

the equivalent salary of one FTE per year.

Remodeling of

Hearing
Clerk's

Office

To process and maintain the documentary records of USDA's administrative hearings more
efficiently, OALJ remodeled the Hearing Clerk unit, installed a new telephone system and a high-

speed FAX machine, and upgraded the electrical service for automated data processing equipment.

New Hearing OALJ constructed a hearing room for conducting USDA hearings in Washington within space it

Room already occupied.
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Film and Video
Honors

Office of Public Affairs

Office of Publishing and Visual Communication

At the organizers' invitation, the director represented the United States as an official observer

sitting on the juries at the XVIth International Film Competition at the Berlin Green Week held in

January. The invitation, issued from the organizing committee and one of the founders, was
presented as a precursory step to a continuing role for USDA in the organization of this prestigious

biannual agricultural film festival.

The video staff produced several award-winning videos for USDA clients. Receiving the Golden
Eagle award from the Council for International Nontheatrical Events (CINE) were two productions,

"Building a Better Tomorrow" for the Forest Service and "Biological Control: A Natural Alternative"

for the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS). CINE recognition permits these videos

to be U.S. entries in international competition, and USDA won gold and silver awards for the

APHIS piece in competitions in Zaragosa, Spain, and in Kecskemet, Hungary, and for another

video, "Agricultural Marketing Service: Pride and Shared Mission," entered separately by CINE in a

Sofia, Bulgaria festival.

Teleconference
Development

A record 1,820 audio conferences helped USDA agencies improve management and field

coordination. Videoconferencing enabled the Secretary to communicate with farcn broadcasters,

State directors of agriculture, and other key leaders, and enabled USDA and other Federal agencies

to broadcast training courses, workshops, management messages, and strategy sessions to diverse

audiences—often in all 50 States.

Joint U.S./ As part of a 10-year exchange program between USDA and the Soviet Union, the Office of

U.S.S.R. Publishing and Visual Communication and the Soil Conservation Service are cooperating with

Publishing scientists from the Vaskhnil and publishers from Agropromizdat to produce a joint anthology of

Venture papers on soil and water conservation. Representatives of both countries met to negotiate

specifications and finalize plans for the bilingual, four-color, 300-page book, which will be

released in the fall of 1992 for distribution to technical and scientific specialists in State and
Federal agencies, universities, and organizations throughout the United States and the U.S.S.R.

Printing The printing staff managed contracts totalling $25,713,968 for the Department. This represented
Volume 14,621 separate printing orders through the Government Printing Office (GPO), GPO's Rapid

Response Center, GPO's regional printing procurement offices, the Federal Prison Industries, the

Department of Commerce, USDA's in-house printing plant, and our in-house composition unit.

Design The design staff continues to upgrade computer graphics/publishing capabilities in an effort to

Technology decrease costs and improve efficiency. The staff now has almost "overnight" capabilities which
Upgraded helped ensure timely presentations for the 1990 Farm Bill as well as for numerous other USDA

periodicals and publications.

Design The design staff completed more than 2,500 visuals projects in FY 1990. Its major presentations

Projects and exhibits highlighted the spotted owl; Earth Day; World Food Day; work force diversity; the

Completed GATT; water quality initiatives, the farm bill, Forest Service visitor centers, interpretive trails, and
ranger stations, and included more than 35 traveling displays covering many diverse subjects.
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Photography The first USDA optical laser disc, release January 1990, increased access to USDA photos, resulting

Collection in improved services to the media and the public. As a result, USDA photographs appeared with

Released on greater frequency in news features and publications produced by USDA agencies and the private

Laser Disc sector. The decision to produce a second optical laser disk will be made in FY 1991.

Yearbook on The 1990 Yearbook—AMERICANS IN AGRICULTURE: Portraits of Diversity—profiles over 50
People in people working in farming, agribusiness, science, education, and government. Special chapters
Agriculture feature the 1890 institutions celebrating their centennial this year; original photography and a new
Published format add reader appeal to this glimpse of agriculture seen through its people.

Office of Press and Media Relations

Technology
Improvements

Expanded
Outreach

News
Conferences
Held

The News Division published and distributed approximately 1.600 national news releases, daily by
messenger to local news bureaus, by mail over extensive mailing lists, and electronically through

OPA's on-line Computerized Infonnation Delivery (CID) service. We are testing, and hope to soon
have in operation, a system called AgNews Fax, which will allow media to request that specific news
releases be automatically faxed to them.

The staff responded to about 2,500 individual media requests for additional information or interviews.

Information feedback operations were expanded by producing a daily briefing book of newspaper

and wire clippings for the Secretary, in addition to producing a daily news summary, AG a.m. A new
service for black media, AGfocus, was started to furnish story ideas to minority media.

USDA radio and television staff continued getting USDA's and American agriculture's message to

broadcast media. Highlights of both USDA Radio and TV coverage during the year included reports

from Farm Bill hearings, interviews and press briefings by the President, the Secretary, and the U.S.

Trade Representative, and the Farm Bill signing ceremony.

During 1990, USDA Radio held several telephone news conferences from USDA Radio's studios with

President Bush, Secretary Yeutter, and U.S. Trade Representative Hills. These broadcasts gave out-of-

town farm broadcasters an opportunity to ask questions of these policy leaders. USDA Radio also

covered the GATT talks from Brussels.

Newsletter
Highlights

USDA
Developments

USDA Radio's daily Newsline, which features news items and actualities of USDA officials, received

more than 20,000 calls during 1990. Broadcasters use these items on their radio stations. More than

900 radio stations subscribe to USDA Radio's feature and documentary service, whose subject matter

ranges from consumer and food safety issues to farm programs.

During 1990, USDA TV News distributed nearly 200 TV news features and more than 600 actualities

from interviews with USDA officials to commercial television stations in three weekly satellite feeds.

TV coverage included a five-part series on the California drought.

The division sends the Farm Broadcasters Letter, which includes news for and about fann

broadcasters, to more than 1,200 broadcast media each week. The publication highlights recent

developments at USDA and in agriculture. It also includes news tips and new services available from

USDA. It is also available on USDA's on-line Computerized Information Delivery system.
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The division again worked to extend USDA broadcast services to urban audiences by exhibiting the

USDA display booth at the Radio-Television News Directors Association annual meeting. Staff also

exhibited the booth at the annual meeting of the National Association of Farm Broadcasters.

Numerous USDA radio and television staff were recognized by numerous awards during 1990. The entire

Awards division received a Special Achievement Award from the National Association of Government
Received Communicators (NAGC) in December; one staffer received NAGCs Distinguished Service Award.

Other awards included an International Radio Festival award and an NAGC "Gold Screen" award for

"The Secret Lives of Vegetables" and an NAGC "Gold Screen" award for "Agriculture—America's Most

Crucial Industry."

Office of Public Liaison

Policies

Communicated

Special Events

Take Pride in

America
Initiatives

Partnership in

Education
Program

Timely information on USDA programs, policies, and goals was provided to commodity groups,

general farm organizations, agribusiness interests, and other related groups, making sure to keep
them abreast of the latest developments on the 1990 Farm Bill and GATT negotiations. OPL's

constituency was expanded with the inclusion of all consumer, environmental, and women's
agriculture groups. Additionally, internal communication was achieved through Dialcom, the USDA
Calendar of Events, and the Inside Information newsletter. Appropriate USDA briefings were
arranged and USDA spokespersons were provided to hundreds of special interest groups.

OPL assisted other Office of Public Affairs offices with World Food Week activities. In addition, the

Office coordinated a "Taste Testing" event with the appropriate commodity groups for the

announcement of the third edition of the "Dietary Guidelines for Healthy Americans." It also

provided continuous coordination and assistance for other special events and organizations such

as the National Future Farmers of America Association, the 4-H Council, Agriculture Leadership

Groups, and the Women's Agriculture Forum.

OPL coordinated the dedication of the "Take Pride in America Living Memorial" at Arlington

Cemetery, an Honor awards ceremony recognizing individuals, groups, and organizations for

conducting outstanding stewardship actions or awareness efforts under the TPIA program. It also

established a 3-year "Take Pride in America" Conservation Farm Program, a cooperative effort

including USDA, Goodyear Tire and Rubber, the National Association of Conservation Districts,

and the National Association of State Conservation Agencies.

OPL increased efforts to work with USDA's adopted school—Van Ness Elementary. As a result of

the Office's efforts, the tutor program has doubled in size and students are involved in more USDA
education-related special programs and other opportunities.
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Office of Intergovernmental Affairs

Liaison Departmental liaison was maintained with State and local government officials. Activities with

Maintained other Federal departments and agencies were carried out by OIA under the coordination of The
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs. Briefings were prepared for the Secretary and
The White House.

New Director OIA has a new Director of Native American Programs who works with Indian Tribes, Alaskan

of Native Natives, and Native American interest groups, as well as with other Federal departments and
American agencies that deal with issues affecting Native Americans.

Programs

Food and Early this year, the State Food and Agriculture Councils (FACs) were added as organizations that

Agriculture are now included in OIA's liaison activities.

Councils
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Office of the General Counsel

1990 Farm
Legislation

Assistance

International

Trade

Sugar Import
Quota
Converted

The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) provided extensive assistance in connection with 1990

farm legislation. This included drafting and comprehensive review of many proposals and
attendance at Congressional committee meetings with policy officials.

OGC provided extensive legal assistance in connection with the Uruguay Round of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations with respect to U.S. proposals to reduce

import barriers and export and domestic subsidies on agricultural commodities and to ensure that

sanitary and phytosanitary measures are based on sound scientific evidence. OGC also assisted in

GATT litigation brought by and against the U.S., including cases involving certain Canadian dairy

products and the U.S. sugar quota.

The Office prepared a Presidential proclamation to convert the United States' absolute import

quota on sugar into a GATT-consistent tariff-rate quota.

Natural

Resources
Issues

Timber Sale

Default

Damages
Recovered

Collection of
Claims Against

State Agencies
Improved

WIC Vendor
Accountability

Improved

Food Safety

Assistance

Provided

Animal
Welfare
Regulations

Finalized

OGC worked closely with the Forest Service and the Departments of the Interior, Commerce, and
Justice on numerous natural resource issues of national concern, including the Alaskan Oil Spill;

the Spotted Owl, Red-Cockaded Woodpecker, and Red Squirrel endangered species controversies;

and oil and gas leasing on the national forests. In several key cases the courts accepted the

principles on which Forest Service Land and Resource Management Plans are based and upheld

such plans for the Panhandle, Shawnee, and Shoshone National Forests.

OGC played a major role in assisting the Department of Justice to recover damages for timber sale

contract defaults. Important claims collection precedents were established, and the largest

recorded damage award, in excess of $5 million, was obtained against the Ketchikan Pulp

Company.

The successful prosecution of an appeal before the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals in Gallegos v.

Lyng will likely improve the collection of Federal claims against State and local government
agencies. The Court ruled, contrary to prior court decisions, that the Debt Collection Act of 1982

did not abrogate the Federal Government's common-law right to charge interest on claims owed
by such agencies to the Food and Nutrition Service under the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

OGC and Food and Nutrition Service staff worked closely to develop a major proposal to rewrite

the WIC regulations governing vendors' participation in the Program. The proposal is designed to

ensure greater program accountability and efficiency, to decrease abuse and loss of program
funds, and, in turn, to enable State agencies to serve more participants with available funds.

OGC provided extensive legal services in connection with food safety bills, proposed legislation

concerning pesticides and pesticide residues in food, regulations concerning Salmonella enteritidis

in eggs, and swine identification.

OGC assisted the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service in completing several subparts of the

Animal Welfare regulations to establish improved standards for the handling and care of animals.
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PACA
Reparation
Cases Increase

During 1990, OGC received a record 419 new reparation cases under the Perishable Agricultural

Commodities Act and rendered opinions in 334 such cases.

REA Borrower
Debts
Restructured

Working closely with the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) and the Department of Justice,

OGC was instrumental in successfully restructuring the delinquent debts of two REA borrowers,

Cajun Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., with a debt of over $3 billion and Deseret G&T
Cooperative with a debt of $540 million. Substantial progress was also made in resolving

problems with Indiana law that have affected REA's ability to make loans to electric and telephone

borrowers in that State.

Debt Offset

Regulations
Completed

Assets Sold

Appellate

Cases Handled

Patents

Obtained

Department
Operations
Supported

OGC assisted the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) and the Department of Justice in the

completion and successful defense of debt offset regulations.

OGC assisted FmHA in the sale of $380 million in subordinated securities held by the United States

as a result of the 1987 sale of Rural Housing loan assets.

OGC assumed full responsibility for the handling of 33 appellate cases,

obtained in 14 of 19 cases decided by the Courts of Appeals.

Favorable results were

Eighty-three new inventions made by Department employees were reported to OGC. Of these, 70

patent applications were prepared and submitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Thirty-

eight patents were obtained on behalf of the Department.

OGC provided extensive legal service in connection with claims under the Federal Tort Claims Act,

personnel and civil rights litigation, budget and fiscal matters, ethics issues, and Department

procurements. OGC reviewed over 150 appeals of final denials under the Freedom of Information

Act, and OGC attorneys had responsibility for some 300 contract dispute cases before the USDA
Board of Contract Appeals.
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Office of Inspector General

Recoveries and
Savings

In FY 1990, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) identified $39 million in recoveries, collections,

fines, restitutions, and administrative penalties. Additionally, management agreed to seek recovery

of funds totaling $32.5 million. Another $582 million was identified for which management made
commitments to use funds more efficiently. OIG efforts also resulted in 839 criminal indictments

and 671 convictions.

Data Collec-

tion Proce-

dures Resulted

in $187 Million

in Overpay-
ments to

Cotton and
Rice Producers

The National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) furnishes the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) with the aggregate average market prices for various commodities
which ASCS uses to determine deficiency payment rates. NASS did not ensure that buyers provided

accurate sales data, and it did not include certain price support benefits in its average price

determinations, resulting in overpayments of $187 million to cotton and rice producers. NASS
agreed to improve data collection procedures and to seek a policy decision on whether to include

price support payments when determining the average price.

Co-Op The investigation of a rural electric cooperative led to the conviction of the general manager of the

Manager cooperative for racketeering, conspiracy, and mail fraud. Additionally, the cooperative and its CPA
Convicted, firm paid the Government $2.5 million to settle allegations that the cooperative defrauded the

$2.5 Million Rural Electrification Administration (REA) and that the CPA firm should have discovered

Settlement irregularities at the cooperative and reported them to REA. OIG also reported the CPA firm to the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and to the appropriate State Board of

Accountancy.

FCIC Could OIG conducted an audit to determine if reinsurance companies were submitting premiums on a

Reduce Costs timely basis. While no deficiencies were noted in this area, it was determined that the Federal Crop

by Over $10 Insurance Corporation (FCIC) could reduce its program outlays. FCIC reimburses reinsured

Million a Year companies for State taxes paid on FCIC reinsurance transactions. Because FCIC insurance

programs are federally funded and exempt from State taxes, OIG recommended that the agency

rescind its policy on premium tax reimbursements. FCIC agreed to rescind the policy for the 1991

crop-year.

Ohio Grocer In Ohio, one grocer who was convicted of food stamp fraud was sentenced to 8 years in prison

Ordered To Pay and ordered to pay $2.1 million in restitution. A second grocer was placed on probation. Both pled

$2.1 Million guilty to money laundering and unauthorized possession and acquisition of food stamps.

Restitution for

Food Stamp
Fraud

Meat Company A meat processing corporation and its three top officers in New Jersey have pled guilty and agreed

and Its to pay $2 million in fines for bribing Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) meat inspectors,

Officers Agree adulterating meat products, and falsifying reports to FSIS.

To Pay $2
Million in

Fines
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USDA
Computers
Were Not
Secure

$1.2 Million

Fine for False

Insurance
Claims

Computer programs that USDA obtained from a major supplier allowed users unrestricted access to

the systems of all USDA administrative and financial operations and some program operations.

OIG notified the Assistant Secretary for Administration, who directed the responsible agencies to

correct the security weaknesses and to look for similar problems in other agency systems and
applications.

A grape farmer in California was fined almost $1.2 million for filing false claims with the FCIC. The
court determined that the farmer had inflated his insurance claims to FCIC in 1982 and 1983 by
understating his grape production and overstating his crop losses. The inflated claims resulted in

approximately $400,000 in overpayments by FCIC. The judge ordered a payment of triple damages,

which is the maximum amount allowed under the Civil False Claims Act.

High Rate of The FSIS approves product formulas and labels to ensure that meat and poultry products confonn

Inaccuracies to established standards for quality, identity, and composition. OIG audited product claims and

Found on approvals on 408 labels and questioned 107 of them. OIG found that some formulas or product

Labels names were inconsistent with standards, that some applications did not provide sufficient

documentation to assess compliance with labeling standards, and that some approved labels did

not list ingredients in correct order, omitted significant ingredients, or contained misleading

declarations.

OIG recommeded that FSIS improve controls over the label approval process. FSIS officials

responded that label reform was one of the agency's major areas of emphasis, as redirection was
needed to keep pace with new technology, changing consumer expectations, and emerging health

concerns.
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